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WINTER AT
IMMA

DREAMSPHERE

A stunning new immersive
installation by Aoife Dunne
Hypnotically staged
in the IMMA Courtyard
Admission free, visit imma.ie

+353 1 612 9900
imma.ie / info@imma.ie

SIGN UP!
One-to-one Mentoring with Melanie Pocock
21/23 March 2022
Follow up sessions will take place in
late summer or early autumn 2022
Please note sessions are one-hour long
Maximum 10 participants, by application
Cost: €60
Melanie Pocock is Curator at Ikon Gallery, Birmingham
where she is responsible for exhibitions, off-site projects
and publications. Recent exhibitions include THE END
OF FUN! (2020) by Krištof Kintera, and Dreamworld
(2021), the first solo exhibition in Europe by leading
Thai artist Mit Jai Inn. She is currently working on
Horror in the Modernist Block (2022–23), a group
exhibition which explores the relationship between
the aesthetics of architectural modernism and horror.
Prior to Ikon, she was Assistant Curator at the Institute
of Contemporary Arts Singapore (2014–19), where she
organised more than 60 exhibitions with Southeast
Asian and international artists. As a writer she regularly
contributes to exhibition catalogues and artists’
monographs, and has written essays, articles and reviews
for ArtAsiaPacific, Art Monthly, Frieze, Kaleidoscope,
LEAP, Ocula, The Financial Times, Journal of Curatorial
Studies, Di'van | A Journal of Accounts and Third Text.
In 2014, she edited and co-wrote the first monograph
on the work of Malaysian artist Shooshie Sulaiman,
published by Kerber Verlag.

Fire Station Artists’ Studios
9—12 Lower Buckingham Street, Dublin 1, Ireland
+353 (1) 855 6735 / artadmin@firestation.ie / www.firestation.ie

One-to-one Mentoring is open to curators and
artists who wish to develop their understanding of
contemporary curatorial methodologies, in relation
to their own practice. During two sessions, critical
feedback is given on specific projects that are currently
in progress. In addition, general guidance, a frame of
relevant references, developmental advice and sample
approaches to planning will be discussed in detail, to
be picked up upon again at a second session with each
individual in later in 2022.
To apply for a place please submit:
— An expression of interest (100 words max)
specifying what you wish to gain from the
one-to-one sessions.
— A short biography (75-100 words max)
with website link or other relevant links
Please send materials in a single PDF with subject
header One-to-One 2022 to artadmin@firestation.ie
Applications are open now and close at 5pm 24
February 2022
For further information: www.firestation.ie/skills/

FIRE
STATION
ARTISTS’
STUDIOS
2022
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News

THE LATEST FROM THE
ARTS SECTOR
Array Collective Win Turner Prize 2021
Belfast-based art collective, Array, have
won this year’s Turner Prize – the first
Northern Irish artists ever to have
received the prestigious award.
The jury awarded the prize to Array
Collective for their “hopeful and dynamic
artwork” which addresses “urgent social
and political issues affecting Northern
Ireland with humour, seriousness and
beauty”. The jury were impressed with
how Array Collective were able to translate their activism and values into the gallery environment, creating a welcoming,
immersive and surprising exhibition.
The Druithaib’s Ball, 2021, is an immersive installation centred on an imagined
síbín (a “pub without permission”) with a
floating roof made from banners created
for protests and demonstrations.
Alex Farquharson, director of Tate Britain and chairman of the Turner Prize jury,

told the PA news agency:
“Of course, it was a hard one, the decision. But what the jurists were drawn to, I
think, was both a combination of the seriousness of the issues they’re dealing with,
in a very divided world, but the joy, the
hope, the fun, the surprise…. with which
they do their political work as artworks.
I think the feeling was that the exhibition had really successfully translated the
spirit of what they do, how they go about
it, this amazing [shebeen] you know, illegal pub, Northern Irish style in the middle
of a gallery with these amazing videos of
performances that were quite mesmerising…
While underneath it all a really serious message, imagining a life, beyond
sectarianism, beyond patriarchy, that’s
campaigning for reproductive rights, for
LGBT+ rights, but again with a spirit of the

absurd and a light touch that’s nevertheless profound and engaging, and they felt
that was absolutely present in the exhibition space in a very surprising way.”
Their success was announced at a ceremony in Coventry Cathedral, England
where they were presented with the
£25,000 (almost €30,000) prize money.

5

The five-strong shortlist this year was
made up of entirely of artist collectives for
the first time in the history of the award,
with no single person chosen.
The four other nominees – Black Obsidian Sound System (B.O.S.S.), Cooking
Sections, Gentle/Radical and Project Art
Works – were all awarded £10,000.

Array Collective is named winner of Turner Prize 2021 at an award ceremony on 1 December 2021, Coventry
Cathedral. Photo: Matt Alexander/PA Wire.

Zurich Portrait Prize
A portrait of a mother practicing healing methods on her son has been revealed as the winner
of the National Gallery of Ireland’s Zurich Portrait Prize. Me Ma Healing Me by Salvatore of
Lucan was announced as the winning portrait at
a virtual ceremony on 30 November. As well as
a prize of €15,000, the artist will receive a commission worth €5,000 to produce a new work for
the National Portrait Collection.
Vanessa Jones and Tom McLean received
highly commended prizes to the sum of €1,500
for their respective portraits, Cabbage Baby
(self-portrait) and Note to Self.
Salvatore of Lucan (b. 1994) creates largescale works in an attempt to communicate a
sense of the world he inhabits. Exploring home,
identity and relationships, he creates expansive
domestic scenes where the familiar approaches
the magical. This is his third inclusion in the
Zurich Portrait Prize.
The winners were also announced for the
Zurich Young Portrait Prize as Della Cowper-Gray, Marianna Krolik, Ellie Giblin, Lijun
Ma and Mia Buckley.
New ‘Flagship Hub’ for Irish Arts Center
The New York Times has reported the opening
of the new $60 million flagship building for
the Irish Arts Center in New York City’s Hell’s
Kitchen neighbourhood.
The new space will be able to host music, theatre, dance and other performances. A visual arts
exhibition, curated by former Sirius Arts Centre
director Miranda Driscoll, was arranged for the
opening of the new centre in December.
The project was partially funded by both Irish
and American government agencies.
The Irish Arts Center has been at the forefront of the Irish art world in the United States
since 1972 and remains an important resource
for the Irish diaspora in the US.
€2 Million to Promote Irish Arts
The Minister for Tourism, Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media, Catherine Martin TD,
announced funding of almost €2 million by
Culture Ireland for the promotion of Irish arts
globally in 2022. The funding is to support Irish
artists, arts organisations and Irish cultural centres abroad to present events covering architecture, dance, film, literature, music, theatre and
the visual arts on the international stage.
Announcing the awards, Minister Catherine

Martin TD, said: “It is vital that we continue to
support our artists as they work to present their
work globally in new and innovative ways. I
am delighted that the Culture Ireland funding
announced today will assist Irish artists to reach
audiences worldwide in person, where possible
and return to making cultural connections and
building audiences for Irish arts.”
Included in the awards is a total of €1.47m in
funding for the promotion of Irish arts through
annual agreements for 2022 between Culture
Ireland and partner organisations, Literature
Ireland, First Music Contact and Irish Film
Institute International; as well as two of Ireland’s
key cultural centres, Centre Culturel Irlandais,
Paris and Irish Arts Center, New York.
Both cultural centres are set to mark a special year in 2022 and funding will be directed
towards the presentation of their annual programmes of Irish artists.
Irish Arts Center’s programme will be presented in its newly opened state of the art redeveloped space in New York and Centre Culturel
Irlandais in Paris marks its 20th anniversary.
Literature Ireland’s funding will enable the
organisation to continue its important core work
of building an international appreciation of contemporary Irish literature, primarily through
support for the translation of the work of Irish
writers and attendance at key international book
fairs.
Ireland has been invited to be the lead partner at The Great Escape in Brighton in 2022,
which will form part of First Music Contact’s
showcase of Irish musicians at key global international music industry events. Irish Film Institute International plan to bring Irish film back to
world cinemas and to curate hybrid programmes
for online presentation of Irish film as required,
building on the 2021 programme with events in
52 cities and 34 countries to date.
A total of €393,700 of the funding will
enable presentation of 47 individual art projects
covering film, literature, music, theatre and the
visual arts in 15 countries around the world. This
includes US tours by a number of traditional
Irish bands such as We Banjo 3, Lunasa, Goitse and The Jeremiahs over the St Patricks Day
period, as well as a strong programme of Irish
musicians at Celtic Connections in Glasgow in
January.
Bologna Children’s Book Fair will be attended by a number of publishers after an absence
of two years with Ireland’s presence to be led by

Children’s Books Ireland from 21- 24 March
2022.
Ireland’s exhibition at the Venice Architecture Biennale, ‘Entanglement’ by Annex, will
have its international reach extended through
its presentation in January in Berlin at Transmediale. Also in Germany for the first time an
exhibition of the work of Richard Mosse will
be shown at the Kunsthalle Bremen from late
March to July 2022.
£2.7 Million of Covid Support
Northern Ireland Communities Minister Deirdre Hargey has released £2.7million to support
creative people impacted by the pandemic.
Minister Hargey said: “I am delighted that
my Department, through the Arts Council, will
be awarding grants to 1,433 individuals to help
encourage them to remain within the creative
sector here.
“This sector has been seriously impacted by
Covid restrictions as it relies heavily on people’s
ability to get together. We cannot afford to lose
our creative talent and it is vital that we safeguard the sector for the future.”
The awards are being made through the Creative Individuals Recovery Programme (CIRP)
which Minister Hargey launched in September.
The scheme is being delivered by Arts Council
NI.
This fund aims to help individuals with costs
of reactivating, maintaining and enhancing their
creative trade, vocation or profession; preventing
them from leaving the creative economy; and
re-establishing their contribution to the benefits
the sectors deliver for everyone.
The CIRP will provide grants to a range of
creative professionals who have been impacted
as a result of the public health restrictions on
the sector. There is evidence that the creative
sector relies heavily on self-employed and freelance individuals and that many have already left
the sector because of the pandemic, with those
remaining facing unaffordable costs relating to
re-establishing their creative practice.
RDS Visual Arts Awards 2021
Consisting of a curated exhibition opportunity
and a prize fund of €32,500, the RDS Visual Art
Awards exhibition is the only place to see the
best graduates from all over Ireland in one space.
This year’s awards were presented by the
RDS President, Professor J Owen Lewis. The
exhibition was officially launched by Catherine

Martin TD, Minister for Tourism, Culture, Arts,
Gaeltacht, Sport and Media. The quality of this
year’s applications were outstanding, and the ten
artists who were included in the exhibition went
through a rigorous two stage selection and judging process. They are a real tribute to the professionalism and talent of the emerging artists
coming into the visual arts sector this year.
The 170 RDS Visual Art Awards applications were reviewed by a team of six professional
curators: Sheena Barrett, Valerie Byrne, Mary
Cremin, Seán Kissane, Paul McAree and Sharon Murphy. Between them, they longlisted 53
graduates to move forward to the second stage
of the competition which was later shortlisted
to the ten artists who then exhibited their work.
A judging panel of five visual art professionals reviewed these longlisted applications
and shortlisted 25 candidates before selecting
the final 10 artists for inclusion in the exhibition. Vera Klute, Rachael Gilbourne, Clíodhna
Shaffrey and Una Sealy are the members of
the expert judging panel, which was chaired by
RHA Director, Patrick T. Murphy. The show
was curated by Vera Klute and took place in the
RHA Gallery in Dublin from 25 November to
19 December.
Vera Klute, Exhibition Curator, said: “It was
an absolute pleasure to work with these ten talented visual art graduates, to bring this year’s
RDS Visual Art Awards exhibition to fruition
in the RHA. This show offers an incredible
platform for emerging artists at what can be a
difficult time when they have just left college.
Exhibitors can win a share of the €30,000 prize
fund. The show looks amazing and has a beautifully produced free exhibition catalogue to
accompany it.”
The winners of the RDS Awards 2021 are:
•
RDS Taylor Art Award (€10,000): Finn
Nichol.
•
R.C. Lewis-Crosby Award (€5,000):
Vanessa Jones.
•
RDS Members’ Art Fund Award (€5,000):
Karolina Adamczak
•
RHA Graduate Studio Award (€7,500):
Lauren Conway
•
RDS Mason Hayes & Curran LLP Centre Culturel Irlandais Residency Award
(€6,000): Vanessa Jones
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Exhibition Roundup

Dublin

Belfast

Atelier Now
‘Remnants’, Domino Whisker’s first solo show,
refers to what is left behind after experiencing
great loss – moments, memories, tangled threads
of what was before. These works are the result
of the artist piecing together fragments to make
something whole again, for the sake of self-preservation. Depicting her dreams and nightmares,
the work moves through darkness into light.
Picking up the threads of what was left behind,
Whisker stitches them into a story that ripples
and thunders according to the ebb and flow of her
emotions, on from 18 November to 4 December.

Hang Tough Gallery
The group show, ‘11/11’, at Hang Tough Contemporary featured four Irish artists: Sarah
Wren Wilson, an Irish artist based between
Dublin and the West of Ireland; Shea Dalton,
a practicing artist based in Dublin; Lee Welch
(IRL/USA) who completed an MFA at the Piet
Zwart Institute, Rotterdam and gained his BFA
from the National College of Art and Design,
Dublin; and Fergal Styles, an artist living and
working in Dublin. The exhibition was on display from 11 to 28 November.

ArtisAnn Gallery
The ‘Christmas Showcase’ featured over 50 artists showing over 100 artworks in total. Dr Ann,
of ArtisAnn, said: “We love Christmas and it
can’t come early enough for us, so we want to
share the anticipations and our excitement with
our customers old and new. The most you’ll pay
for anything in the upstairs gallery is £300.”
Other artworks were added to the show over the
course of the exhibition as items were sold and
taken away. The Christmas Showcase ran from 3
November to 18 December.

ateliernow.ie

hangtough.ie

artisann.org

Hugh Lane Gallery
Cecil King (1921–1986) had a close association
with the Hugh Lane Gallery. His first retrospective was held there in 1981, and he was Vice
Chairman of the ROSC exhibition’s Executive
Committee when the gallery hosted ROSC ’77.
The gallery presented King’s work to mark the
100th anniversary of his birth, and to celebrate
his achievements as one of Ireland’s most significant modern artists. The Hugh Lane Gallery’s
collection of Cecil King’s work ranges from
the 1960s to the 1980s and includes paintings,
prints and tapestry. The exhibition ran from 11
May to 28 November 2021.

Kerlin Gallery
Currently showing at Kerlin Gallery until 12
January is ‘Spaced Out’, a solo exhibition of new
paintings and rugs by Irish artist, Isabel Nolan.
Nolan’s expansive practice probes cosmological
phenomena, religious reliquaries, Greco-Roman
sculptures and literary/historical figures, examining the behaviour of humans and animals
alike. Driven by “the calamity, the weirdness,
horror, brevity and wonder of existing alongside billions of other preoccupied humans”,
her works give generous form to fundamental
questions about the ways in which the chaos of
the world is made beautiful or given meaning
through human activity.

Naughton Gallery
‘SLIP TANK’ is part laboratory, part playground. In this major new solo exhibition by
Belfast-based artist John Rainey, the sculptures
and installations are concerned with things not
being as they seem. Exploring portals, post-internet worlds, and sculptural glitches, Rainey
makes reinterpretations and remakes of familiar forms using both old and new methods of
object making; a combination of traditional
casting processes (using materials like porcelain)
and digital fabrication technologies such as 3D
printing. The exhibition runs from 21 October
to 23 January.

kerlingallery.com

naughtongallery.org

Pallas Projects/Studios
Pallas Projects/Studios presented Katherine
Sankey’s ‘Hydrozomes // water bodies’ as the
tenth and final exhibition of the PP/S 2020/21
Artist-Initiated Projects programme. Sankey’s
sculpture uses living plant tissue and human
supply lines to engage in the geo-feminist conversation about what we gouge and suck from
the planet. Her practice examines mutation and
the human extractive machine of supply and
power in a multi-species context. Her artworks
engage with how we as people adapt and colonise as well as inhabit territories. The exhibition
was on display from 11 to 27 November.

QSS Artist Studios
The 2019 MFA group from Belfast School of
Art, UU began their degree pre-Covid. Their first
year was cut short, studios were packed-up and
practices moved to alternative, makeshift spaces.
In Year 2, further disruptions ensued with many
live shows cancelled or transferred online; as was
the case for the Degree Show. The November
show at QSS provided an opportunity for this
cohort of emerging artists to exhibit physically
alongside one another. The title of the show ‘The
Presence of Absence’, reflects this sentiment by
exploring the experienced effects of the pandemic. Displayed from 4 to 25 November.

hughlane.ie

MART
‘FRAGMENT MOUTH’ was an exhibition of
performance documentation, video and drawing
selected from a substantial body of work developed over the past number of years by Dominic
Thorpe. The work in ‘FRAGMENT MOUTH’
comes from an ongoing exploration of empathic
embodied and contextual responses to collective
memory, related to Ireland’s history of institutional abuses and conflict. This includes work
that explores the complex reality of perpetrator
trauma that occurs within contexts of atrocity
and gets passed through generations. The exhibition was on display from 17 to 27 November.
mart.ie

pallasprojects.org

Isabel Nolan, When the sky above will not be named, 2021, hand-tufted 100% New Zealand Wool, 12 mm pile, 292 x
538.5 cm / 115 x 212 in; image courtesy of the Kerlin Gallery.

queenstreetstudios.net

Belfast Exposed
Belfast Exposed presented a solo photographic
exhibition ‘Beasts of Burden’ of new works by
Paul Seawright. This insightful exhibition was
showcased as part of the Belfast International
Arts Festival 2021. The Exhibition Opening
Night took place during Late Night Art on the
evening of 7 October. In ‘Beasts of Burden’, Paul
Seawright turns his attention to the Rwandan
genocide of 1994. 25 years later a project, “Cows
for Peace”, pairs perpetrators with their victims,
who raise a cow together to reconcile and develop a sustainable future.
belfastexposed.org

Gallery 545
Gallery 545 presented its annual group exhibition
featuring and celebrating several accomplished
artists based in Northern Ireland. This exhibition showcased a curated selection of diverse
original artworks, on display both at the gallery
and online. All the exhibiting artists are represented by Gallery 545, a gallery specialising in
contemporary art of Northern Ireland. They are
emerging or more established artists who have
encountered recognition here and beyond. The
variety in the selection reflects the diversity and
originality of their practice, as they have created
works drawing upon different themes and ideas.
Displayed from 13 November to 5 December.
gallery545.com

Re-Vision Performing Arts Festival
Tidal, is a five-part immersive audio-visual project by David Bickley, made in collaboration with
Seattle poet, Shin Yu Pai. Tidal explores ideas of
Buddhist karma and the possibilities for transformation. Using images of ocean tides and the
metaphor of waves as unrelenting karmic forces,
the lyric sequence moves through the human
experience of birth, ignorance, awakening, and
rebirth, using a narrative in which the film’s
speaker emerges to reclaim her karmic destiny.
The film was screened on 26 November at Accidental Theatre.
accidentaltheatre.co.uk

John Rainey, ‘SLIP TANK’, installation view, 2021; image courtesy of the artist and Naughton Gallery.
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Eva Rothschild, Amphi, 2019, resin, spray paint, wood, 260 x 600 x 380 cm, dimensions variable; photo by Robert
Glowacki, courtesy of Void Gallery.

‘SURVEYOR’, group show, installation view, 2021; image by and courtesy of Solstice Arts Centre.

Regional & International

Artlink
‘Silent Spring’ was a much anticipated solo
exhibition by Geraldine Timlin, a well-known
Buncrana-based artist who has a long association with Artlink, working with the founders
in the early days, designing and delivering collaborative community-based arts projects. Her
artistic practice explores aspects of deep ecology and our interconnectedness with the natural
environment. She uses photography and film as
tools in her creative investigation of environment and space, building a visual narrative of
place and being. This exhibition was on display
from 12 November to 5 December.

Ballina Arts Centre
In the exhibition ‘I N T E R T W I N E’, Dutch
artist, Hanneke Francken, showed works from
the last ten years. Francken’s drawings often look
like visions of an almost divine conviction. She
draws the landscape very delicately, sometimes
prominently in trees, sometimes in the background, or with birds tumbling from the sky,
sometimes with deformations of dead animals
and vegetation, which by natural processes, can
flow together as a whole. The exhibition was
curated by Arno Kramer and presented from 16
October to 27 November.

Butler Gallery
Visitors to Ciarán Murphy’s exhibition, ‘Merrily, merrily, merrily, merrily’, encounter an unsettling array of things: strange landscapes, insects,
birds, body parts, letters, architectural features
and abstract shapes. Objects seem in varying
states of flux. The exhibition reflects the artists
long standing attempts to grapple with a contemporary world that is completely saturated
with images that embody the paradoxical status
of being both completely over-bearing, yet irresistible, both entrancing and anxiety provoking.
The exhibition runs until 9 January.

Centre Culturel Irlandais
Well-known as a screenwriter and filmmaker,
Conor Horgan is also one of Ireland’s great portrait photographers, who encapsulates the singularity of ordinary folk, performers and world
leaders alike. Following his residency at the
Centre Culturel Irlandais in 2017, Conor based
himself in Paris for the next three years capturing the city and its inhabitants. CCI commissioned him to return regularly to create a suite
of portraits of our artists in residence. This body
of work was exhibited on CCI’s main historic
staircase from 12 to 30 November.

artlink.ie

ballinaartscentre.com

butlergallery.ie

centreculturelirlandais.com

Crawford Art Gallery
2021 is the centenary of Patrick Scott (19212014), one of Ireland’s most celebrated and
individual abstract artists. In presenting five
works from the collection, this exhibition did
not attempt a complete retrospective of Scott’s
oeuvre but rather offer meditations from five different decades of his long career. Early on, Scott
was associated with the White Stag Group and
the Irish Exhibition of Living Art (IELA). His
paintings from this period embraced a naïve
style but his later compositions often incorporated geometry and impeccable design. Displayed from 2 October to 5 December.

Excel Gallery
‘The Erlish Tide’ is a major new exhibition by
Kevin Mooney, commissioned by the Excel
Gallery, Tipperary. It is the artist’s first solo
show since 2019 and includes large scale paintings informed by his research into the history,
mythology and folklore of Samhain and Halloween. The work explores the idea of the festival
as cultural coloniser. Kevin Mooney’s previous
research around the migration of Irish people,
and its relationship with a “lost” Irish art history,
has also been important in developing the work.
Displayed from 30 October to 27 November.

Kenmare Butter Market
The initial idea of Michael Hales’ ‘Fragmented
Mind’ focused on the relationship between reality and memory, specifically of places. With the
onset of COVID-19 the choice of visiting places
was no longer available. The work became based
entirely on fragmented memories. The paintings evolved through a process of juxtaposition,
by placing various images, colours and shapes
which gave the suggestion of places. The work
attempts to understand the relationship between
being somewhere and reminiscing about previous visits. Displayed from 5 to 26 November.

National Sculpture Factory
National Sculpture Factory commissioned
Eimear Walshe to create a new neon public
artwork The Land for the People, presented as
part of Cork Midsummer Festival 2021. The
Land for the People, a temporary neon sculpture,
was placed on the front facade of the National
Sculpture Factory building, lighting up nightly
between the summer and winter solstices from
21 June to 21 December. This new work draws
on Eimear’s research in nineteenth and early
twentieth-century land contestation in Ireland,
and its significance in the contemporary era.

crawfordartgallery.ie

tipperaryexcel.com

kenmarebuttermarket.com

nationalsculpturefactory.com

Signal Arts Centre
‘Akademiska Stilleben’ is a solo exhibition of
still-life and cast paintings by Wicklow artist,
Nicholas Benedict Robinson. The paintings were
made with specific consideration to formal elements of the academic style, such as the effect
of light and space on form. This is Robinson’s
second show at Signal Arts Centre. Robinson is
a prize-winning, Florence Academy of Art graduate, who has previously exhibited in association
with the Royal Society of Portrait Painters, the
Royal Society of Oil Painters, and the Hennessy Zurich Portrait Prize. Displayed from 22
November to 5 December.

Solstice Arts Centre
‘SURVEYOR’ serves to support, value, and
encourage Meath artists in the development of
their practices and creative careers. The exhibition presents an overview of contemporary visual arts practice throughout the county. ‘SURVEYOR’ 2021 was curated by Aisling Prior and
this year there were submissions by almost 100
artists, 52 of whom were curated for the show.
Some of the artists showing are self-taught,
some have never had their work in an exhibition before, some are recent graduates with great
potential, while others are more established.
Displayed from 20 November to 23 December.

The Dock
A recent group exhibition at The Dock brought
together the work of three artists: Jackie McKenna, Bassam Al-Sabah, and Atoosa Pour Hosseini. The creative practice of these artists covers
a wide range of artforms, such as sculpture, film
and digital animation. The three artists were
commissioned by The Dock for the 2020 series
of commissions. Although the artists live and
work in Ireland, the scope of their individual
practices is universal, informed by themes of
displacement, perceptions of reality, memory,
nostalgia and identity. Displayed from 11 September to 27 November.

Void Gallery
The exhibition, ‘The Shrinking Universe’ by Eva
Rothschild, marks the final stage of the Ireland
at Venice 2019 National Tour. ‘The Shrinking
Universe’ was the national representation of Ireland at the 58th International Art Exhibition of
La Biennale di Venezia 2019, curated by Void’s
Director, Mary Cremin. Rothschild’s practice
demonstrates an awareness of the modernist
tradition while maintaining its own distinctive
sculptural language. The exhibition opened on
11 November, and continues until 15 January
2022. Void also hosted a conversation between
Mary Cremin and Eva Rothschild.

signalartscentre.ie

solsticeartscentre.ie

thedock.ie

derryvoid.com
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CORNELIUS BROWNE CONSIDERS AERIAL VANTAGE POINTS AND
OBJECTS OF FLIGHT.

ANDY PARSONS DISCUSSES HIS RESIDENCY AT SLIGO
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL AND EXHIBITION AT THE MODEL.
‘PATIENCE’, THE TITLE of my recent exhibition

Cornelius Browne, Lucian Flying a Kite, 2021, oil on board; photograph by Paula Corcoran, courtesy the artist.

SHORTLY AFTER MY father died last summer,

kites began appearing in my paintings. At first,
this seemed of little significance; forethought
rarely guides my paintbrush. Yesterday, a fleeting episode reminded me how my attraction to
paint is primarily kinetic. Halfway through a
painting of moored boats rising with the tide,
the corner of my eye caught movement. Against
the wind in a squall of rain, a boat was hastening towards the pier, its occupant hunched
determinedly. Laying my wet painting on the
wetter grass, I grabbed my easel and, volte-face,
ran to a higher vantage point. From my raincoat
pocket I plucked a small board, carried for such
impromptu occasions. As the boatman stepped
ashore, I was already returning in brighter spirits
to my larger painting, pleased with this surprise
picture.
The first kite was a similar eye-opener. My
two children, who often accompany me on what
they used to call “painty outings”, happened to
be flying kites. Why hadn’t I thought of that before?
As autumn rolled towards winter my outings
became solitary, and, weighed down by grief, I
found myself carrying a kite with my easel and
canvases. As the kite soars, I attach the string to
fence posts or wires since there is nobody there
to hold on.
I am writing this on 1 November – All Souls’
Day or the Day of the Dead. It is almost midnight. In Guatemala, kites are taking flight.
Above cemeteries they soar, reconnecting the
living to the deceased, in a tradition stretching
back to the 1800s. Schoolchildren work on small
kites from late September. Adults devote six
months to creating giant kites that are often glorious works of folk art. During my own childhood, my bedridden grandmother, living out her
last years in our home, instilled in me the belief
that spirits were free to walk among us during
these precious hours.
Under her shock of white hair, she would
freeze, grow wide-eyed, raise a finger to silence
me (her habitual bedside companion) and then
fall into conversation with her parents, or friends
long gone from this world. Granny would have
enjoyed the spectacle of the Guatemalan kites.

She would have happily partaken in the ritual
of writing a message to lace into the kite’s tail
string, designed to reach the intended spirit once
the kite is aloft. She would have found poignant
the morning of 2 November, when smaller or
wind-torn kites are burned within the cemetery
grounds at 4am – a signal that the living and the
dead must part ways for another year. In Donegal, in the 1970s, she yearly whispered: they are
gone.
Among Polynesian kite-flyers, whilst kites
have served such practical historical functions as
carrying lanterns for nocturnal reconnaissance
during wartime, they have also been flown as
symbols of an external soul. I am an atheist, for
whom death is death. However, I’m aware that
my being on the lookout for revelatory moments
in nature and painting (and instants that join the
two) is tinged by ancestral faith.
A brain tumour ended the life of the British literary agent Pat Kavanagh in 2008. Her
husband, novelist Julian Barnes, responded with
one of the rawest grief memoirs of recent times.
Enigmatically, long before stepping foot in the
land of bereavement, Levels of Life unfolds in
the air, aboard three hot-air balloons during the
early days of human flight. One of the navigators is Nadar, a pioneer in both ballooning and
image-making, who, in the autumn of 1858,
took the world’s first aerial photograph.
The St Ives painter, Peter Lanyon, crashed
his glider in 1964, dying four days later from his
injuries. Although remembered as an abstract
artist who worked indoors, Lanyon described
himself as “a provincial landscape painter” and
“a place man” – descriptions I might easily apply
to myself. Gliding transformed Lanyon’s art, yet
whenever I marvel over his aerial paintings, I see
the painter’s death prefigured.
To paint something, I increasingly feel, one
has to become that thing, at least flickeringly.
Those dashes where I inhabit the airborne kite
seem to summon the entire landscape, as if my
eyes are suddenly in the sky, seeing my father’s
grave and all the places where he once lived.
Cornelius Browne is a Donegal-based
artist.

at the Model in Sligo, refers to a famous quote
by the French sculptor, Rodin: “Patience is also
a form of action.”
The exhibition is based on my residency at
Sligo University Hospital, which began in those
long distant days before the pandemic in the
winter of 2019. The residency and the exhibition
are about patience in many forms: ‘patience’ in
making art, being able to accept failures, false
starts, dead ends and missteps in the search for
something that works; ‘patience’ in the process
of completing the residency, adapting to interruptions and changes and most importantly, the
‘patience’ of the staff and patients at the hospital and the amazing strength people have to get
through difficult times.
My experience working in community settings and as an art facilitator in Arts Initiative
in Mental Health gave me confidence in adapting to working in a hospital environment. I had
recently exhibited a set of 40 paintings, made
over the course of two years in situ in a community boat-building project in Sligo. My initial plan was to combine working from direct
observation with facilitating art sessions for the
patients on the wards.
I began the residency by painting en plein air
in the hospital foyer and trying to record the life
of the hospital as a whole. Subsequently I began
work in the renal ward, encouraging patients
who were having dialysis to try their hand at
watercolour painting and drawing. As time went
by, I devoted more time on the ward to my own
drawings, recording the dialysis machines, waiting areas and day-to-day life of the ward.
When the lockdown started, we were faced
with a dilemma of how to continue. The Model
gave me a studio space to explore some of the
ideas and images I had gathered in the hospital.
In the studio I began to play around with scale,
different materials and to switch back and forth
from two dimensions to three.
The work evolved in unexpected ways. Partly it was a direct response to what I had seen
and recorded; I created a suite of six three-metre square paintings, based directly on the tiny

watercolors I had made in situ. These works
depicted the liminal spaces in the ward; the
waiting areas, the stores, the corridor, the coat
stand and the entrance lobby.
Alongside the paintings, I began to develop a
set of sculptures in plaster, which were based on
the people that were missing from the images of
the ward. These sculptures developed alongside
the experience of living through the pandemic
and as a result, began to focus on those things
which had become more difficult – the embrace,
human touch and fellowship.
Both the paintings and drawings also became
more autobiographical, drawing on my experiences of looking after my youngest son throughout his treatment for cancer, firstly as a patient
in Sligo University Hospital, and then at Our
Lady’s Children’s Hospital, Crumlin, and in the
United States.
I tried to make work which was true to
the experience of being in a hospital without recourse to a photographic language. This
involved concentrating on fragments rather than
complete scenes. I wanted to capture things like
the play of light on a corridor wall, the blueness
of the sky seen from a window out of the ward,
the softness of a blanket on a bed.
The work became focused on the universality
of experiences in the hospital, the waiting that is
an inevitable part of any medical experience, the
element of trust in the people caring for you, and
the necessary relinquishing of complete control
over your body. Hospitals are places where we
are aware of life’s fragility and difficulty. They
are also places where we see people’s enormous
strength, kindness and resilience.
The exhibition is accompanied by a website
(patience.ie). The website is a condensed realisation of a year of my conversations with Dr Richard Davey, whose insights and support were critical in the development of the work. The website
was designed to be a digital environment rather
than a conventional exhibition catalogue and is
constantly growing with the addition of more
films, photographs and words.
Andy Parsons is an artist based in Sligo.
andyparsonsartist.com

Andy Parsons, ‘Patience’, installation view, The Model, Sligo, 2021; photograph by Daniel Paul McDonald, courtesy of
the artist and The Model.
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HANNAH TIERNAN DISCUSSES THE TOURING INITIATIVE,
‘REWIND<<FASTFORWARD>>RECORD’.

CLÍODHNA SHAFFREY CHRONICLES A RANGE OF ONGOING
PREPARATIONS FOR THE VENICE BIENNALE.

OVER THE LAST few years, I have been incred-

VENICE – 3 SEPTEMBER: We arrive into the

ibly honoured to work on several projects
focused on expanding the telling and retelling
of Irish queer histories. For the ‘Queer-in-Progress. Timeline: Online Archive’ at Project Arts
Centre, I explored lesbian, feminist, trans, bi
and HIV/AIDS histories. The timeline, which
formed part of Lívia Páldi’s ‘Active ArchiveSlow Institution’ initiative, was intended to
expand the narratives in Irish queer history and
to explore questions around how we perceive a
queer archive. In 2020, I was invited to develop a
queer walking tour of Ranelagh and Rathmines
as part of the Ranelagh Arts Festival. The tour
uncovered the histories of the people and places
in the area where I had grown up.
Earlier this year, in collaboration with Queer
Culture Ireland and EPIC: the Irish Emigration Museum, we conducted a series of interviews with people connected to the Irish Names
Quilts1. Many of the interviewees had cared
for people dying from AIDS-related illnesses
during the 1980s and 90s. We also interviewed
several guests who are currently living with positive HIV diagnoses and are actively engaged in
destigmatising the disease and creating awareness of it. The most recent appointment I have
been fortunate to have been tasked with is to
oversee the digitisation of the archive of Gay
Community News (GCN). For more than 33
years, the magazine has been the paper of record
for Ireland’s LGBTQ+ community and as such,
its archive forms a vital account of significant
political and cultural events, as well as generating a colourful insight into the community’s
lived experiences.
Throughout these projects, several things
became apparent to me. I began to realise how
little has been told about Irish queer history and
the expanse of what has yet to be uncovered. I
also came to realise the value of how our understanding of these histories can inform our sexual
or gender identities. For anyone who grows up
feeling ‘othered’, recognising ourselves in those
who have gone before us legitimises our being.
But most importantly, I became acutely aware
of the lack of rural representation and voice. The
importance of seeing ourselves reflected and
accepted within our local community is immeasurable.
It was from these origins and in seeking
ways to redress these imbalances, that the
‘REWIND<<FASTFORWARD>>RECORD:
Revising the Rainbow’ (RFR) initiative was
formed, through conversations with Brendan
Fox, the curator of the Museum of Everyone
(MOE)2 and designer of the Games for Artists
and Non-Artists (GFANA) programme3. We
began to identify ways in which we might be able
to reimagine our queer histories and return them
to the communities from which they came. We
believe that by better understanding our past, we
can ensure a more visible and equal future.
In short, the RFR initiative is intended to
be a touring exhibition of artistic responses to
queer history and LGBTQ+ identities. Each
exhibition will be accompanied by talks, tours
and workshops to expand the exhibited mate-

rial and reflect upon local responses. We will be
carrying out the initiative as part of the Museum
of Everyone’s queer programme. We will also
be collaborating with Queer Culture Ireland,
an island-wide network of researchers, cultural
heritage professionals, archivists, historians and
artists working around queer cultural themes.
Their primary aim is to support projects focused
on increasing visibility and knowledge of Irish
queer culture.
The RFR initiative will be realised in two
main phases. Phase one, the pilot project, will
form an extensive six-week programme in January and February 2022. This phase will be assisted through funding and support from Dublin
LGBTQ+ Pride. Brendan and I will be working
with 12 participants from the Out South Central LGBT+ Group, based at the Fatima Groups
United in Rialto, Dublin. As well as hosting
talks and tours with invited queer historians,
activists and artists, we will facilitate a series of
workshops to generate creative responses. The
responses will form the main body of work to be
exhibited in Dublin as part of LGBT History
Month in February.
Following this exhibition, the work will go
on to tour regional hubs across the country. Our
first stop will be Tullamore as part of the ‘Spectacular Vernacular’ programme of events. We
will be displaying the exhibition for three weeks
in March. On the first Saturday of the exhibition, we will host a talk given by an invited historian/activist/artist to discuss local queer history or to present their experiences of growing up
as an LGBTQ+ person in Offaly. The talk will
be followed by a creative response workshop. For
the workshops, we will be working with a group
of young queer people involved in the Offaly
Equality Network.
In the second week of the exhibition in Tullamore, we will host another workshop with the
participants, asking them to reflect on their own
identities as LGBTQ+ people especially in the
context of growing up in Offaly. Across the third
week, we will exhibit their responses alongside
the work from the pilot phase. This model will
be repeated in the subsequent hubs with the
material of the exhibition changing and adapting as it expands.
Hannah Tiernan is the Editorial
Assistant with GCN Magazine and Queer
Programme Manager with the Museum of
Everyone.
Notes:
1The Irish Names Quilts were created by the friends and

families of people who died from AIDS-related illnesses. Each quilt is made up of 12 panels, each representing
a different person and measuring 6 x 3ft to represent a
standard grave. The project was started in 1990 by Mary
Shannon (1947-2020).
2Museum of Everyone is an inclusive portable platform
for artists and creatives to engage with communities.
3GFANA is a series of experimental collaborations,
curated workshops and events drawing on Theatre of the
Oppressed techniques and the vital practice of Brazilian
dramatic practitioner and activist, Augusto Boal.

city, early evening. The sky is pink; the lagoon is
green and lapping. Out of our small Covid lives,
here we are, suddenly. The splendid city stretches before our eyes, real and perfect. This place
inhabits a time warp of its own, its past solidified
in its present appearance. Our job is to get to
grips with a room at the end of the Arsenale’s
long Corderie – the Irish pavilion. We have three
days to understand it. I can’t tell you how pleased
we are to get there – Niamh, most of all. At last,
she can figure out this room that has occupied
her mind. In order to make an exhibition in this
space, she needs to understand its particularities, its walls and openings, routes in and out.
We meet Venice Project Manager, Diego C, who
has worked on the Irish Pavilion for many years.
We drink coffee together and the questions pour
out. What is possible and what is not? Who will
be our neighbouring pavilion? He knows the
space, what the walls can support, what adaptations might be possible. He organises our passes
so we can come and go. The Architecture Biennale is on. Annex’s triumph, Entanglement – a
dystopian tower conjuring the energy-sapping
infrastructure of data centres – currently occupies the Irish pavilion. It quakes with noise and
whirring fans. Diego arranges an early morning
visit, before Entanglement is switched on. We
sit still in the quiet, each (in our own heads, in
our own way) imagining how Niamh’s exhibition might inhabit this space. For a moment, it
becomes real.
Arriving back in Dublin late at night, Niamh
sends a link to Colm Tóibín’s podcast on Venice.
There is lots about light and shadow.
Studio: The building where we work is
undoubtedly the ‘understory’. Niamh in her
studio below; Michael and I in the office above.
Even as working patterns have been thrown
into abeyance – restricted travel, partial working
from home, production facilities shut for a time,
consequential logjams inevitable – we benefit so
much from our close proximity. Up and down
stairs, we can catch up in a jiffy, troubleshoot,
and delight in the artistic process we glean every
time we enter Niamh’s studio. What a place it
is to be, the centre of her making. A table of
tools, walls with finished works and preparatory
drawings, templates cut from cardboard leaning
against walls or lying on the floor, samples of
stone, polished wood, salvaged glass of different colours. Shapes are forming. This is a busy
room, gathered thoughts get pushed, decisions
made, scale calculated, the hand-cutting, polishing, fixing. One day, we are here with Alex
(the designer) discussing the artist’s book that
will accompany the exhibition – its form, its size,
how it might feel to hold. We bring books we
like as references. With the writers already commissioned, the book has a semblance of structure. Sunlight pours through the big window; it
makes the room shimmer.
Another day: Niamh is out back in the scruffy
courtyard filming with Saskia V.
Today: I open my Venice files. There are
folders with titles like: ‘people to appreciate’,
‘e-flux’, ‘fundraising’, ‘contacts’, ‘phase 11 plan-
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ning’, ‘budget’, ‘website’, ‘texts’… Big steps, little
steps, side steps, gaps, and on again. Niamh calls
up to the office to show some work in process.
“Oh… how exciting”, I exclaim. “Shipping”, she
reminds us; “shipping quotes”. What a thing it
is to work on Venice. Magic, real, magic again.
Impossible without Michael, who is always proactive, noticing, paying attention to detail, up for
the artists, encouraging courage.
Yesterday: Michael and I join the Zoom
meeting with Roberto Cicutto (President of the
Venice Biennale), Cecilia Alemani (Curator of
the 59th International Art Exhibition), and all
145 participating countries. Alemani introduces
her theme, ‘The Milk of Dreams’, taken from a
children’s book by surrealist painter and novelist, Leonora Carrington. Her curatorial hook
sets up the prospect for this Venice to be a space
for the imaginative, the sensual – for art to be
transformative. We are in a time of great change
with technology, with the climate crisis. I think
how Niamh’s work is prescient, how it seeks to
hold people within the space, bring attention to
stillness and to silence. I think about the transformative power of attention – how much can be
contained within the smallest moments.
People: Many are working to make Venice
happen. The Commissioner, Culture Ireland and
the Arts Council are key. Beyond that, there is
a funding gap to surmount. Temple Bar Gallery + Studios has an impressive board. From
the get-go, Chair of the Board, Anne Mathews,
took it on to round up a committee with Board
members (Richard Lyons, Elaine Russell, Paul
McAree, Michelle Darmody) and externs (Karen Downey and Martin Mackin). It’s a collective
effort that has seen us partner with the Office
of Public Works (OPW), Temple Bar Cultural
Trust (TBCT), Mayo Arts Service, Dublin City
Council Arts Office, The Model (Sligo), Golden
Thread Gallery (Belfast), The Hugh Lane Gallery, TU Dublin, LIT, IADT, Dublin Port Company and others. Specialist skilled craftspeople
from around Ireland are working with Niamh on
specific elements. There is designer Alex Synge,
while artist, Jenny Brady, is making a film – a
portrait of the artistic process. A wider network
of artists, supporters and previous Venice curators – including Mary Cremin, Tessa Giblin,
Anna O’ Sullivan, Donal Lally (from Annex) –
are constantly approachable, a testament to their
generosity. For artists (including Niamh) these
outward paths are vital; like Dante’s journeying
out, a coming forth to behold the stars.
Clíodhna Shaffrey is Director of Temple
Bar Gallery + Studios.
Niamh O’Malley will represent Ireland at
the 59th Venice Biennale with her
exhibition, ‘Gather’ (23 April – 27
November 2022), curated by the team at
TBG+S.
irelandatvenice2022.ie
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MARY CATHERINE NOLAN REPORTS ON A RECENT SYMPOSIUM
ORGANISED BY THE IRISH ARTISTS’ FILM INDEX.

GWEN BURLINGTON DISCUSSES PATRICK HOUGH’S RECENT FILM.

‘CATALYTIC INTERSECTIONS’ TOOK place on

28 October in the theatre space of Project Arts
Centre. The event was organised by Fifi Smith,
director of the Irish Artists’ Film Index, as the
first of several symposia aimed at exploring the
works contained in the index from a variety of
perspectives – in this instance, the intersection
between artists’ moving image and the genres
of documentary, performance art, cinema, and
installation. The symposium was moderated by
Marysia Wieckiewicz-Carroll and took place
over the course of a day, with four papers, each
followed by a Q&A with the audience, and ending with a general discussion.
Smith’s aim in setting up the Irish Artists’
Film Index (formerly known as the MExIndex)
was to provide a database of information on the
moving image works created by Irish and Irishbased artists. But her ambitions for the Index
have always been broader than just offering a
digital location; Smith sees its role as also stimulating debate and providing a forum for critical assessment and contextual exploration. This
symposium can certainly claim to have done
both.
Fiona Marron is a visual artist, whose work
has been presented internationally and reviewed
in international art journals. In her paper, Fixing the Frame, Marron outlined one of the common dilemmas of each speaker, namely, “pinning
down the categories”. Taking examples from the
index, she showed how the artists used techniques and tropes from what might be considered mainstream documentary practice in innovative and indeed subversive ways.
Áine Phillips works in live performance, video and installation. She has exhibited in Ireland
and internationally, and has created work for
public art commissions, the street, club events,
galleries and museums. Mutualism was the
theme of Phillips’ presentation, in which she
explored the intimate interaction between the
camera and the performance artist. She elucidated how transferring the performance into
moving image was not merely an act of translation, but rather one of transformation where
new meanings evolve. Phillips talked about
using the camera as a practice tool and explored
the challenges of representing the haptic nature
of performance art through creative use of the
properties offered by the moving image.
Writer, researcher and editor, Michaële Cutaya’s paper, titled The Undisposed Viewer, was a
play on the French term, dispositif, whose meaning encompasses planning and setting up. Cutaya used this concept to contrast the specifics of
the cinematic experience – essentially passive
(for the viewer) and unchanging – with that of
moving image. Referencing her own engagement with moving image works, she explored
the differences between each encounter to further open up the discussion around the two distinct but related visual artforms and the overlap
between them.
Artist and writer, Meadhbh McNutt, has
exhibited and published across Ireland and
internationally. McNutt’s paper, titled Hard
and Soft Realities, used the interaction between

moving image and installation to explore our
ever-increasing dependency on technology and
to show how contemporary activities such as
gaming are blurring the distinctions between
these artforms. Her discussion explored timely
issues such as “the materiality of data” and “the
social and environmental consequences of our
reliance on communication technologies”.
The Q&As after each presentation, as well as
the concluding group discussion, were lively and
exploratory. Discussion of Marron’s paper explicated the way in which moving image artists
control almost all aspects of their work, compared to the commercial documentary maker,
who has to meet an externally determined brief.
This allows for greater serendipity, and greater
freedom throughout the process.
The exchanges following Phillips’ presentation explored considerations of the role in performance of elements such as awkward moments
or the artist’s fear of things going wrong, and
how these are mirrored, lost, or re-imagined in
moving image works. A question from Wieckiewicz-Carroll led to Phillips making the point
that a performance artist, even in front of a camera, is not the same as an actor; she is not pretending to be someone else.
The exploration of Cutaya’s exposition of the
difference between cinema and moving image
brought up the notion of the subjectivity of the
moving image experience, and how, in Cutaya’s
words, it is more of a “body experience”. A question from the audience wondering if ‘undisposed’
equated to ‘unwilling’ elicited the response that
the artist may be able to ‘hijack’ the viewer, but
they are still free to escape, perhaps even more so
than the cinemagoer.
McNutt’s paper stimulated questioning
around the role of the new technologies, not just
in the creation of artworks, but also in a broader sense. She pointed out how this dilemma is
being reflected in research looking at the issue
of data and ethics and that there is a need to
think strategically about how changes in technology will affect us – will they be beneficial or
malignant?
The group discussion opened up new areas of
debate, but a key concern was how to balance
the desire to ‘not leave a scar on the earth’ with
the need to store, record and save data, such as
the moving image works contained in the Index.
This dilemma was not resolved, but what did
emerge was that one way to ensure continuity is
to tell the stories person to person. Each of the
speakers at some point expressed their delight at
finally being able to come together and talk. It
was clear that for all the participants, ‘Catalytic
Intersections’ provided a valuable opportunity to
acknowledge the importance of interaction, not
just between artforms, but also between practitioners.
Mary Catherine Nolan is an artist, art
writer, and occasional lecturer in
linguistics.

Patrick Hough, The Black River of Herself, 2021, 4K video, 5.1 Surround Sound, 26:43 mins; film still courtesy of the
artist.

GROWING UP IN Dublin, a trip to the National

Museum of Ireland was part and parcel of the
art class annual school calendar. Ornate gold
torcs from the Hill of Tara and dress fasteners
from the Bronze Age populate the vitrines but
the most captivating of discoveries were the
eerily detailed bog bodies. Clonycavan Man, discovered in Ballivor, County Meath, has always
stayed with me, mainly due to his distinctively preserved red ‘man-bun’ hairstyle, laced with
Iron Age hair gel. Strangely intimate, as you
peer up against his glass encasement, you can see
the pores of his skin in his leathered remains. A
portal to our history, his discovery is a cipher to
a previous existence, about which we can only
speculate. This is the focus of Patrick Hough’s
film, The Black River of Herself (2021) – peatlands, discoveries, and allegories that speak to
both a past and future.
In Hough’s film, a grumbling archaeologist
excavates a bog body, found in the peatlands of
an undisclosed rural location. Unearthed from
a peat-harvester, it or she lies damaged, half
exposed; but unlike the bog bodies that lie stiff
in the National Museum, Hough brings her to
life. An off-screen voice narrates her concerns,
as she subtly quivers and laments her exposure:
“The atmosphere […] tastes like a funeral.” The
film moves from scenes of the excavation with
light banter between the archaeologist and the
bog body – “You look fresh” – to panning views
of the peat-layered landscape, filled with philosophical musings on the state of the planet:
“From here I’ve seen the glaciers retreat. These
rapidly warming days with water weeds pushing on my palette...” The bog woman becomes a
baleful warning of what is to come; an allegory
for the planet: “I gave you one condition: pristine airlessness.”
Striking footage of the Skellig Islands offsets
sterile scenes of the bog woman in a CT scanner,
being analysed in a laboratory. Colonies of gannets swoop and hover around Little Skellig as
the sea sloshes and heaves dramatically around
it. Daisy Hildyard’s script affords the film a lyric intensity as we hear the bog woman’s poetic
lament of the climate’s demise, and the interconnected nature of the ecosystem: “We all inherit their ancestry.” The atmospheric soundtrack
backgrounding this segment creates ominous,
tension-building anticipation of a portentous
event.

Named after a line in the Seamus Heaney
poem, The Grauballe Man, the film channels the
‘psychic impetus’ the bog bodies held for the
poet. As a primordial image, Hough employs
the bog body like a totem, used to voice a collective unconscious, tapping into the belief that
they were gateways to the spiritual world. The
peatland, a character itself within the film, plays
an important ecological role in the reversal of
accelerating climate change, critical for preserving global biodiversity. The accidental exhumation of the bog body through peat-cutting
releases harmful emissions of carbon. “We all
bleed carbon these days” the bog woman forewarns. Hough conflates this ecological concern
with the bog as a space of stratified history: “The
bog floods my mind with strange relationships.
People, weeds, microbial beings, primordial lifeforms swim through my thoughts.”
A warning corporealised, The Black River of
Herself evocatively combines atavistic rituals
with urgent concerns for our immediate future.
Acting as a harbinger of ecological demise, the
narrative must be read as a response to the reluctance of society to attune itself to the planet’s
needs. In A Billion Black Anthropocenes or None
(University of Minnesota Press, 2019), Kathryn Yusoff breaks down preconceived notions
of the division between humans and inorganic
matter. Geology is “without subject (thing-like
and inert), whereas biology is secured in the
recognition of the organism (body-like and
sentient)”. Instead, she chronicles “an inhuman
instantiation that touches and ablates human
and non-human flesh […] It rides through the
bodies of 1,000 million cells: it bleeds through
the open exposure of toxicity, suturing deadening accumulations through many a genealogy
and geology.” Through this sentient bog body,
Hough asks us to use our ancient ancestry to
forge a symbiotic future.
Gwen Burlington is a writer based between
Wexford and London.
The Black River of Herself was recently
screened as part of: Cork International
Film Festival (9 November); TULCA Festival
of Visual Arts (18 November); and at the
Northern Gallery for Contemporary Art,
Sunderland (15 October 2021 – 9 January
2022).
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Postgraduate Education

wax rhapsodic
The Sisyphean Task
ROD STONEMAN DISCUSSES A RECENT EXHIBITION IN NUI
GALWAY, PRESENTING THE WORK OF PRACTICE-BASED PHD
STUDENTS FROM THE BURREN COLLEGE OF ART.

An exhibition of works
from the artists of the 2022
IADT MA in Art & Research
Collaboration (ARC).
Dermot Blighe, Anthony Cleary,
Frances Hennigan, Oona Hyland,
Diaa Lagan, Elida Maiques, Gillian
O’Shea, Lucy Peters, John Roch
Simons, Cathy Scullion and Izabela
Szczutkowska.
Curated by Astrid Newman.

Tanya de Paor, Spinning a Yarn, 2021, film still; image courtesy the artist and Burren College of Art.

“A steady digression to a fixed point” – Rose
Hobart.1
DRIVING TO THE NUI Galway Art Gallery,

preparing to make the opening remarks at the
launch of an exhibition on 12 March 2020, I
received an unexpected telephone call: “Turn
back – the event and exhibition are cancelled;
the university is in total lockdown.” A dramatic
moment, as the planned opening for ‘The Sisyphean Task’ coincided with that now fateful day
when schools, colleges and universities across
Ireland closed their doors in response to the
rapidly escalating Covid-19 pandemic.
There was a long passage where the art works
lay in silence and darkness in a locked subterranean gallery, like the inner tomb of an Egyptian
pyramid. Finally, the exhibition emerged again
for two weeks, from 15 to 26 November 2021,
still a time of continued uncertainty.
A group of students from the Burren College of Art, working on practice-based PhDs,
had proposed ‘The Sisyphean Task’ as the title
of their exhibition. This refers to the repeated
struggle to push an immense rock uphill, connecting it with the erratics on the Burren – huge
granite boulders discarded on the surface of the
karst pavement by the last Ice Age over 10,000
years ago. Their choice of this term also denotes
the lonely work of developing research through
art practice – finding forms, making meaning,
developing an enquiry, and so on.
The Greek myth was originally invoked by
Albert Camus when he wrote The Myth of Sisyphus in 1942, during another dark period in
European history. Disillusioned, yet aware of the
limits of rationality, he answered the question of
the absurdity of existence with an acceptance of
the human condition in its proper terms: revolt,
liberty and passion. Camus concluded: “The
struggle itself towards the heights is enough to
fill a man’s heart. One must imagine Sisyphus
happy.”
An epoch later, the Sisyphean myth is drawn
upon by the four very different artists, currently
studying at the Burren College of Art. Qi Chen’s
translucent shimmer of painting on silk transposes Chinese traditions of historical portrai-

ture to an Irish context; a multiplicity of people
with different origins return the spectators’ gaze
with a quiet assurance in their composed faces,
including a visage inscribed: “We are all ‘the
other’ somewhere”. This work connects obliquely with Kelly Klaasmeyer’s portraits and written
stories of friends – fragments of narratives which
range from dramatically close encounters with
violent death in the Balkan wars, to a pregnant
woman escaping from a car crash. The paintings
and texts are presented in the domestic frame of
soft chairs and tables of books, a sitting room
articulating the exhibition space itself.
The explorations of Tanya de Paor suggest an
aesthetic to address consumer culture in relation
to the ecological crisis. A suspended drawing on
Perspex and a woollen thread, drawn out in the
video, Spinning a Yarn, begin the work of undoing, untying, unknotting, loosening, and disentangling assumptions, perhaps reasserting the
connection of all living things. The fourth artist,
Robbie E. Lawrence, explores the psychology
of death, proposing one powerful image in oil
paint, a lace doily covering the sightless sockets
of a human skull, a veil so you cannot see, 2019
– a memento mori, as Camus proposed: “Come
to terms with death. Thereafter anything is possible.”
Taken together, these works of art can be seen
emerging from these unprecedented times, still
searching for meaning and hope in an uncertain landscape. The return to the task of art is to
renew the conditions of invention and intervention. It involves a determination to achieve some
form of optimism and hope, effortful and to be
repeated, over and over again.

Gallery opening times:
Monday to Saturday 10am to 6pm
Admission Free
For further information please contact:
The LAB Gallery | Dublin City Arts Office,
Foley Street, Dublin
D01 N5H6 Tel: (01) 222 5455

Izabela Szczutkowska, Good God, 2021

Exhibition runs from 12 – 22 January 2022.
More information at dublincityartsoffice.ie and arciadt.ie

Mark Swords
Tribuna to 23 Jan
Maria Maarbjerg
ode to changes
to 23 Jan
John Beattie
An Artist, The
Studio, and all the
rest… to 23 Jan
Melissa O’Faherty
Turning it Over
14 Jan – 6 Feb

Rod Stoneman was a Deputy
Commissioning Editor at Channel 4 in
the 1980s, CEO of the Irish Film Board in
the 1990s, and an Emeritus Professor at
NUIG, after setting up the Huston School
of Film & Digital Media. He has authored
several documentaries and books.
Notes:
1Rose Hobart, A Steady Digression to a Fixed Point,
(Metuchen NJ/London: Scarecrow Press, 1994)

ADMISSION
ALWAYS FREE
Melissa O’Faherty, Orchideae, 2021,
Oil on canvas, 100 x 160cm,
Image courtesy of the artist.

RHA Gallagher Gallery / 15 Ely Place, Dublin 2 / D02 A213
+353 1 661 2558 / info@rhagallery.ie / www.rhagallery.ie
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To Be ‘Of a Place’

Tipperary

Helena Tobin
Artistic Director, South Tipperary Art Centre

Source Arts Centre
Brendan Maher
Director

THE SOURCE ARTS Centre in Thurles, County

Tipperary, holds a contemporary gallery and a
theatre, as well as the local library branch, which
is housed in another section of the building.
The centre rests alongside the River Suir and
was designed by architects McCullough and
Mulvin, winning the Architectural Association
of Ireland Award for Best Public and Cultural
Building in 2007. With funding support from
Tipperary County Council and the Arts Council, the venue hosts up to 180 events during the
year, across all artforms.
The gallery, positioned between the arts centre and library wings, has a trapezoid shape,
echoing the shape of the town’s Liberty Square
– wider at one wall and narrowing towards the
other parallel wall. The gallery walls are four
metres in height and in the ceiling, a recessed
opening for daylight, again trapezoid, runs
directionally counter to this gallery shape.
In programming, Source has looked to bring
work of local importance as well as national and
international standing to the gallery. Tipperary
has an enviable list of artists, who are either connected to or live in the county, including Alice
Maher, Bernadette Kiely, John Keating, Austin
McQuinn and Gerry Davis, who have all exhibited at Source in the past four years. Both Joy
Gerrard and Aideen Barry, again with county
links, will exhibit in the gallery over winter 2021
and spring 2022.
Source has actively sought and invited these
artists to show at the venue, not for regional reasons, but because of their national and international reputations. In the case of Alice Maher’s
2018 exhibition, ‘Vox Materia’, it was the first
time the artist had presented a solo exhibition
in Tipperary. That show eventually toured to
Crawford Art Gallery in Cork and in another
iteration, to the Katzen Arts Center in Washington.
Making a connection to, and engaging with,
the public is important. Early discussions with
artists can lead to exciting and resonant links for
the audience. Eamon Colman’s 2021 exhibition,
‘Into the Mountain’, was inspired by the nearby
Sliabh na mBan mountain. Alice Maher’s work

was informed by a visit to see a carving of a mermaid in Kilcooley Abbey in North Tipperary.
Photographer Seamus Murphy met with the
newly arrived Syrian Community in Thurles for
his 2020 show, ‘Citizens’, which dealt with the
post-conflict lives of Irish War of Independence
Veterans and those fleeing the Syrian Civil War.
Artists also hold gallery talks or workshops
during their exhibition run, with strong interest
from attending audiences and local second and
third-level students.
The venue looks to gain added value for
exhibiting artists where possible, in extending
contact with them through additional projects. Red Fox Press in Achill produced a book
of Eamon Colman’s work in association with
Source in 2021 and Austin McQuinn and Colman will both produce editioned prints through
Parallel Editions in Limerick with support
from Source in 2022. Seamus Murphy’s exhibition, extended in format and theme, will have
an additional showing in Dublin Port in 2022,
which will be curated by Source.
The arts centre has developed a strategy for
2022-24 with a priority to secure studio space
for artists in Tipperary. This aspiration, which
we feel is important to encourage and maintain
artists living in the area, will naturally feed into
the gallery programme. Additionally, we will
look to work with artists in non-gallery-specific
or cross-disciplinary projects, which will allow
us to develop wider opportunities for artists and
the centre. With this approach in mind, Source
commissioned Gordon Hogan to make Moving
Portraits – a looped video-work with over 60
filmed portraits – which was screened on the
boardwalk outside the arts centre on Culture
Night 2021.
Moving forward, we will return to a substantially submissions-based approach in developing
gallery shows and non-gallery-based projects
from 2023 onwards. We welcome approaches
from artists and will look to engage in early discussions, to achieve concrete artistic and career
supporting outcomes.
thesourceartscentre.ie

Alice Maher, ‘Vox Materia’, installation view, Source Arts Centre, March 2018; photograph by Debbie Hickey, courtesy the
artist and The Source Arts Centre.

Na Cailleacha, installation view, South Tipperary Arts Centre, May 2021, photo by Dara McGrath, courtesy the artists
and South Tipperary Arts Centre

WHAT DOES IT mean to be ‘of a place, or area’?

Questions like this have at various moments in
my life and work prompted me to ‘zoom out’ and
see things from a wider perspective. Some say it
specifically refers to your geography – your location. But what does that mean in a post-pandemic era, in which people are embracing
remote working, with many no longer needing
to be physically ‘located’ anywhere near their
actual place of employment? What does this
mean for the arts, and how do we respond to
this cultural shift?
This is the type of questioning that I use to
challenge and inform my role as Artistic Director at South Tipperary Arts Centre (STAC),
placing artists and audiences at the core of
everything we do. Founded in 1996 to bring
high quality arts programming to Clonmel and
the surrounding region, STAC is part of the cultural fabric of the area. It is housed in a former
bus station, a building that is a rare example of
Modernist architecture in County Tipperary.
Our geographical location here in the south-east
makes for fertile cultural soil – the River Suir
acting as a visible reminder of our shared border
with County Waterford, and nearby Slievenamon, whose east-facing view is shared with our
County Kilkenny neighbours.
But physical location is only one aspect of
STAC, with previous notions around the limitations of geography completely upended by the
pandemic. I was only ten months or so into my
role here when Covid struck. As a two-person
team, my colleague Eimear King and I scrambled (like so many others) to work from home
and to re-imagine how to support artists and
reach audiences remotely. Support under the
Arts Council’s Capacity Building Award last
year allowed us to build a new website which
could accommodate our online content, including our already established podcast, as well as
our new Virtual Tour feature, and recordings of
online talks and workshops.
Our first show of 2021, ‘Project Cleansweep’
by Dara McGrath, took place behind closed
doors in April, with our virtual tour and online
content being the only way for audiences to
engage with the exhibition. Thankfully, by May
we were able to re-open our doors for the first
ever exhibition by the all-female artist collective,
Na Cailleacha. This show was one of the high-

lights of 2021 for me, directly challenging attitudes to aging and creativity, while interrogating
Gloria Steinem’s idea that women become more
radical with age. A one-day symposium discussing these ideas was live-streamed and is still
available to access.
Accessibility to the arts for all is central to
what we do. We work closely with our partners,
Clonmel Junction Arts Festival and Finding
A Voice concert series to reach a more diverse
range of audiences. Other priorities include
developing strong partnerships with regionally based arts organisations and artists; working
with Tipperary County Council and Arts Office
to deliver opportunities for artists, such as our
Tipperary Artists-in-Residence Award; and
engaging with local schools and groups through
programmes like our recent Radio Play Project
with transition year students from Presentation
Secondary School, supported by Creative Ireland.
2022 promises to be our most ambitious
year yet, with a jam-packed gallery programme
including some newly commissioned and touring exhibitions. We kick off with an exhibition
by 2021 Tipperary Artist-in-Residence, John
Kennedy, followed by Walking in the Way, a
touring retrospective of Pauline Cummins and
Frances Mezzetti’s work. Other programme
highlights will include an interactive exhibition by Ed Devane, in partnership with Clonmel Junction Arts Festival, as well as new work
by Stephen Brandes and a three-person show
co-curated with Anne Mullee which looks at
female artists working in and with ‘the rural’.
Running concurrently throughout 2022 will be
‘STAC @ the Chapel’, a series of mini-residencies and performances at the Kickham Barrack’s
Chapel and as part of Faoin Speir/ In the Open
– Clonmel, INSIDE/OUT, which will see artists
including Joe Caslin and CANVAZ bringing art
to the walls and streets of the town this spring.
More and more we are realising the value and
importance of arts programming in regional and
rural locations, and this shift of focus beyond
our cities is set to continue.
southtippartscentre.ie
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Edgelands

Vessels of Strength

John Kennedy
Visual Artist

Carissa Farrell
Writer and Curator

IDEAS OF ISOLATION and remoteness – harsh

environments that make you wonder what
makes people choose to live and work in these
places – these are the places that my work is
most concerned with. I like to explore the overlooked spaces between the ordered urban and
the romanticised rural – the ‘Edgelands’. People do not make an appearance in my paintings,
yet there is evidence of human life everywhere
– manmade structures, huts, machinery, industrial settings, abandoned structures, and so on.
Although lots of artists’ work depicts autobiographical situations or draws upon lived
experiences, my paintings are more about how
I imagine things to be. My research draws on
found images from newspapers and magazines,
the internet, billboards, a paused TV, or my personal surroundings.
Soviet States and the remnants of the Soviet
era have always fascinated me and I often use a
Russian search engine when researching, as the
search results are more authentic – less filters
and gloss. The way I work, from found images,
means I don’t need to be present in the scene.
And while my paintings always hint at a narrative, they also deny it. There is a silence and distance in the paintings, just outside the range of
overhearing what’s going on, evoking a feeling
of being on the outside, looking in.
My paintings are made in two phases – the
first phase is creating a rough weathered surface
on the canvas (or linen) by building up layers of
oil and water-based mediums that don’t react
well together. The second phase is painting onto
the rough surface, which will sometimes inspire
the image that will feature.
I am a native of Clonmel, live in the town
and have my studio there. I am currently the artist-in-residence at South Tipperary Arts Centre (STAC). I am also involved in the Clonmel
Junction Arts Festival, serving as a member of
the festival board. I studied Fine Art Painting at
Crawford College of Art & Design in the mid1990s and ended up staying in Cork for several
years after college, working in the old Backwater
Artists’ Studios and on a project at the Nation-

al Sculpture Factory, even though I was never a
sculptor. I can’t remember a time when I didn’t
want to be an artist. When I was younger, I never thought I would end up living in Clonmel,
but moved back in the early 2000s. I didn’t paint
for a number of years, but picked up the brushes
again about ten years ago. It’s safe to say that
I am obsessed with contemporary painting, and
that influences how I look at everything. I am
definitely not inspired by the traditional influences – sunsets and sunrises, beautiful river
scenes. I get a lot more inspiration from looking
at the years of delimitation on an old piece of
plywood blocking a smashed window in an old
building, making it look like a Rauschenberg
piece.
Even though Clonmel is in the south of
Tipperary, the county is somewhat disjointed,
perhaps due to its size. It is nearer to Kilkenny, Waterford, Cork and Limerick than it is to
Nenagh. The challenge to being based in Clonmel, like that of most regionally based artists, is
that I am away from the galleries of Dublin and
other cities, so my network is smaller, and it is
harder to be noticed by the main commercial
galleries. Although I have had some studio visits
from curators, it is a trek for them from Dublin
to Clonmel. Being able to own my studio is definitely an advantage to being located in Clonmel.
The STAC residency, supported by Tipperary Arts Office, has given me the opportunity to
create a focused body of work that will culminate in a solo exhibition in January 2022. I am
using the residency to further explore the idea of
extreme, remote and hostile environments – the
Edgelands. For a lot of the work, I am using a
more muted pallet to further develop the sense
of outside-looking-in, whether this be the outskirts of a town or a polar ice station. To me, road
signs at dusk can have all the stature of Anthony
Gormley’s Angel of the North, when viewed at a
certain angle, in a certain light!
john-kennedy-visual-artist.com
@johneffkay

John Kennedy, Kino Fahren, 2021, oil, mixed media on linen; photograph by John Kennedy, courtesy of the artist and
South Tipperary Arts Centre.
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Lorraine Cleary, When the Bough Breaks, 2019, Mixed Media Sculpture; photograph by Lorraine Cleary courtesy the
artist and St. Luke’s Crypt, Cork.

LORRAINE CLEARY IS an artist living and

working in the Glen of Aherlow, a rural location
near Tipperary Town. Cleary returned to education as a mature student, graduating from Limerick School of Art and Design in 2014 with a
Degree in Fine Art Sculpture and Combined
Media, followed in 2015 with an MA in Interactive Media from the University of Limerick
(see lorraineclearystudio.com).
Cleary’s practice comprises formal found
object sculpture or ‘bricolage’, drawn from the
domestic sphere and textile works made from
second-hand clothes that she reconfigures into
monumental sprawling forms to actively inhabit spaces with intent. Working from her home,
Cleary has set up a spacious studio in her garden,
suitable for working on large installations and
sculptural pieces, while also having a separate
dedicated space for smaller work and a sewing
studio for textiles. Cleary has consolidated her
practice as an artist by creating an environment
in which to work and live while supporting herself financially as an academic tutor in LSAD
and through various bursaries, grants and
awards.
Newfound safety and autonomy underpin the
strength in Cleary’s practice, which stems from
her experience of domestic abuse for over twenty years. She describes her sculptures as made
from the ‘tropes’ of the family home – furniture,
appliances, homewares, pipes, timbers – that
she takes apart and reconfigures. Her location
in Tipperary is tied deeply into her practice as
both the site of abuse and subsequent recovery.
Cleary describes: “Living in a rural community has both its advantages and its drawbacks.
Personally, I love the solitude, the quiet, time to
think; I guess the peace that ensued after he left
really changed everything about the way I live…
Two decades of abuse stole from me; now I am
in control.” While she has successfully addressed
her practical needs for space, equipment and
time to work, the one drawback she identifies
is that living rurally makes it difficult to acquire
peer feedback, saying, “it would be nice to see
other artists more frequently”, while she relies
on the VAN for opportunities and news from
the sector.
The last three years have been productive for
Cleary, although 2020 saw many planned activities go online. Her solo show, ‘Rural Shame’,
took place in January 2020 at the Customs

House Studios Gallery, Westport, and later that
year, Cleary took part in a curatorial residency
with curator Anne Mullee at the South Tipperary Arts Centre, Clonmel. Her solo exhibition,
‘Vessels of Strength-She-Her-Womb-Warrior’
will be presented at the Tipperary Excel Heritage Centre in 2022. This is a major body of
work that has taken three years to complete,
comprising 365 dresses, re-designed and handstitched from deconstructed pre-worn clothes.
The work represents a monument to ‘her’, who
once wore the original garments that are transformed both materially and metaphorically into
a vast wall-covering installation in the gallery.
Cleary is also currently preparing a separate
work, Estranged, for a solo show at the Ballaí Bana Gallery at An Cultúrlann, Belfast, in
2022. Estranged is a sculptural installation made
from household fixtures and fittings that have
been taken apart, reduced to their flat one-dimensional constituent pieces, stacked vertically
in layers, and painted baby pink. It is a visually
compelling work that speaks of emasculation
and erasure in the domestic environment.
Tipperary Town and its hinterlands have
been the subject of local concern due to chronic long-term unemployment and economic
decline. Town residents have successfully campaigned for action, resulting in the recent formation of The Tipperary Town Revitalisation Taskforce of which Cleary is a member of the Arts
Sub-Committee. For 2022, under the umbrella
of the Taskforce, Cleary is planning textile and
bricolage workshops with women and teenagers
respectively. I asked her about her experience
of communicating the sensitive content of her
work and if she had encountered any difficulties with this in the past. Cleary was forthright
in her response: “I do 100 per cent believe there
is a limit to conversations on abuse… it is still
a taboo subject... these conversations need to
continue, especially during covid, when women
are trapped in their own homes.” Cleary is committed to pursuing what is a key issue for Irish
women and children, and sees possibilities for
her professional practice to tie in with opportunities for community collaboration in the future.

Carissa Farrell is a writer and curator
based in Dublin.
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Forest Bathing
Karen T. Colbert
Visual Artist

Graham Gingles, The Last Lines of Waiting, 52 x 74 x 11cms, 2001.

F.E. McWilliam Gallery & Studio

Graham Gingles: The Theatre of Secrets
16 October 2021 - 19 Feb 2022

Karen T. Colbert, Untitled, undated, Watercolour on
paper; photograph by Tim Durham courtesy the artist.

Karen T. Colbert, Untitled, undated, Watercolour on
paper; photograph by Tim Durham courtesy the artist.

ORIGINALLY FROM CHICAGO, I am a visual
artist based in Cashel, County Tipperary, where
I’ve lived and worked since settling here in 1993.
I’ve found a playful spirit and a supportive network among the people, many of them artists,
whom I’ve met over the years. I also find an
innate underlying wildness in both the people
and the natural environment here, with which
I resonate.
The impressions and perceptions gained
through the direct experience of nature have
always played a large role in my work. I am
interested in conveying a sense of freedom, life,
spontaneity, fluidity of movement, playfulness,
and an expansiveness of space, as well as a sense
of the present moment.
During my twenties, I did a lot of backpacking, camping, canoeing and swimming around
national parks and coastlines of the USA and
Canada. I finished my Master of Fine Arts
degree in painting in 1987 and later spent a year
living, painting and working in California. Upon
returning, I studied Sumi-e (traditional Japanese
Black Ink Painting) with Shozo Sato, a Japanese
Master of Zen Arts. I found myself immediately
drawn to this remarkable art form. Sumi-e uses
the fewest possible strokes to capture the essence
of the subject matter, traditionally nature.
During the 1980s in Japan, the term shinrin-yoku or ‘forest bathing’ emerged, denoting
the ways in which all five senses are used to
immerse oneself in the atmosphere of a forest
for the physiological benefits of connecting with
nature. Although I first heard the term many
years later, it was something I’d been naturally
doing since I was very young, especially after
moving to a forested area southwest of Chicago.
My paintings are non-figurative and abstract
expressionist, and my process is instinctive, intuitive, spontaneous, immediate and automatic –
a direct transfer of energy to the paper. Light
appears to come through the paintings as a
result of the rapport set up between the watercolour medium and the white paper. The abstract
shapes naturally come together in highly structured compositions.
After spending time in nature, my mind is
clear, my body relaxed, and the paintings come

of their own accord. I begin to have intense
colour dreams, and, as I’m waking, if I keep my
eyes closed and can still see the colours moving,
then I know the paintings are coming. I have to
move quickly as they come very fast. Sometimes
they come so quickly, I don’t have time to get
the brushes, and I paint with the tube itself. I
find watercolour a very playful medium and it
naturally lends itself to the way I work.
The majority of my paintings are done on
cold pressed Arches watercolour paper stretched
onto Homasote board, measuring approximately 22x30”. Though my work is usually painted
horizontally, it is exhibited vertically, with some
exceptions for smaller pieces. Occasionally, I use
additional materials such as rock salt, isopropyl
alcohol, drafting tape and so on – sometimes
painting while inside, sometimes while outside.
After seeing some of my paintings, a math
and physics PhD student told me I was painting
fractals, and proceeded to show me a number
of images in his textbooks that were strikingly
similar to my paintings. Fractals are irregular
geometric structures that have a self-similarity
at different scales. They are particularly visible in
natural forms and phenomena (tree bark, clouds,
mountains, coastlines, the path of lightning)
because the physical world’s geometric properties are predominantly abstract. This may explain
why many people tell me that they find my work
very relaxing and calming, as viewing natural
forms has been shown to have similar physiological effects on the body.
I began showing my work in 1987, and have
exhibited in the USA, Ireland, Austria and Italy. In one particular solo show I was invited to
do a good number of years ago at the Belltable
Art Centre in Limerick, the show’s curator, Paul
O’Reilly, then Director/Curator of Limerick
City Gallery of Art, asked me to exhibit the
work without frames to better fully understand
the colour. I am currently working on a solo
exhibition I’ve been invited to do in Italy and
hope to tour the exhibition in 2023 in both Italy
and Ireland.
karentcolbert.com

www.femcwilliam.com

LUAN GALLERY ART FAIR

Photo Credit: Ross Kavanagh

Exhibition continues to 30th January 2022
Visit Luan Gallery’s fantastic showcase of works by 82 Midland artists
Browse over 140 works of paint, print, encaustic, mixed media, drawing,
photography, ceramics, jewellery & textiles online at

www.athloneartsandtourism.ie/artfair
Luan Gallery Art Fair is supported by Creative Ireland and Westmeath County Council
Luan Gallery, Elliott Road, Athlone
Tues – Sat 11 – 5pm Sun 12 – 5pm
090 6442154 @luangalleryathlone
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Festival

Mutuality
CONAL MCSTRAVICK CONSIDERS ACTIVIST HISTORIES AND COMMUNITIES OF
CARE AT THE 17TH BERWICK FILM & MEDIA ARTS FESTIVAL.
THE BERWICK FILM & Media Art Festival (BFMAF) was

established in 2005 by filmmaker Huw Davies and artist
Marcus Coates in the Northumberland town of Berwick-upon-Tweed. BFMAF is funded by Arts Council England,
BFI, local and county councils, and supported by a host of
academic, project and programme partners including Newcastle and St. Andrews Universities, feminist film distributor,
Cinenova and the National Film Archive of India.
The unique location of Berwick – an ancient garrison town
on the English-Scottish border, bounded by the River Tweed
and the North Sea coast – makes this a beneficent setting for
a twenty-first-century UK film festival. The festival’s many
exhibitions and events take full advantage of the unique built
heritage, landscape, seaward aspect, and atmosphere of the
town, drawing in inquisitive and informed audiences from
across the UK and internationally (online).
Now in its 17th year, under Festival Director, Belfast-born
Peter Taylor, BFMAF has continued to win plaudits as a bellwether event in the reception and re-evaluation of new and
classic cinema, and experimental and artist’s moving image.
Notably, since the festival began, the UK has seen seismic
changes: the financial crisis and austerity economics, the
Scottish referendum, an ongoing refugee crisis, Brexit, then
COVID. Yet, as history races to the present, Berwick is positioned not only to explore what film has to say, but what a
festival can achieve as film, media practices and audiences
continue to transform, regrouping post-COVID, to bear witness to recent events and to stake a claim in shaping future
debates.
Taylor says: “The most exciting thing for me is witnessing
how BFMAF has been shaped by the people involved with
it. Especially how artists’ and filmmakers’ work can touch us
so deeply. The conversations and friendships, the knowledge
and experiences that bring work into being, come alive at a
festival. This unfolds long beyond any single event itself. It
changes us. And there’s a non-linear inter-relatedness that I

would never be able to trace.”
In a collaborative curatorial spirit associate programmers
including Christina Demetriou, Alice Miller, Myriam Mouflih, and Herb Shellenberger, foreground feminist, LGBTQ+,
indigenous, POC and global majority filmmakers and artists.
Jemma Desai, formerly of BFI, joins this year as Head of Programming. This year’s theme of ‘Mutuality’ cites decolonial
and social justice approaches to festival-making as a means of
creative collaboration and solidarity work.
Festival strands include the Berwick New Cinema Award,
Filmmakers in Focus, Propositions, Essential Cinema, Work
in Progress and Young People’s Programme, an online exhibition programme, online interviews and events representing
the breadth of past and present film and media arts practices
that nurture future talent.
Previous winners of Berwick New Cinema include UK
and international filmmakers Onyeka Igwe, Julia Feyrer &
Tamara Henderson, Callum Hill, Sky Hopinka and Camilo Restrepo. A new, shared award showcases UK and international filmmakers including Sophia Al-Maria, Camara
Taylor, Jordan Lord, Fern Silva, Salad Hilowle, Ane Hjort
Guttu, Fox Maxy, Carlos Maria Romero, Adam Lewis Jacob,
Suneil Sanzgiri, Abdessamad El Montassir, Tim Leyendekker, Amalia Ulman, Rehana Zaman and the Irish-duo, Cat
and Éiméar McClay.
A live format returned this year after 2020’s online-only festival. Numbers were restricted and media art exhibitions limited to online commissions. Even so, the festival
has returned with a renewed commitment to the broader
social and political movements catalysed in the wake of the
pandemic: the global Black Lives Matter protests and the
re-consolidation of decades of anti-racist, climate justice,
indigenous rights and worker’s rights activism, re-forged
through post-COVID politics, clearly seen in the responses
of filmmakers, artists and programmers.
In the New Cinema Award, Adam Lewis Jacob’s brilliant

film, Idrish (2021), is a timely tale of trade union, anti-racist
activism and movement building that centres on Muhammad Idrish, the Birmingham-based immigration activist who
faced-down deportation during Thatcher’s Britain. Natural
Resources (2021) by Jordan Lord is an exemplary portrait of
the reversed fortunes of white middle-class America, namely
the filmmaker’s family, filmed over five years whilst Lord’s
father, a former bank debt manager, struggles with chronic
illness, redundancy, and bankruptcy. Rehana Zaman’s Alternative Economies (2021) brings joy and insight to visualising
alternatives to capitalism through conversations held during
lockdown about cryptocurrencies and healing through herbalism, whilst re-watching and decoding Disney cartoon capitalism with her son. For Jacob, past and present anti-deportation protests whip up archive video and sound into a rallying
cry against racialised injustice and the ongoing UK Home
Office’s ‘hostile environment’. Lord and Raman explore filmmaking that offers alternatives to extraction, exploitation and
capitalist capture, accumulation, and debt – in the process
re-performing and embodying knowledge as liberatory and
mutual social relations.
A body is a body is a body (2021) is an immersive, auto-fiction-inspired, animated video by Irish-duo, Cat and Éiméar
McClay, that refigures childhood memories of being twins
and queer in Celtic Tiger-era Irish Catholic culture. Skin as
landscape and Gothic church boudoirs become ritual theatres
and pagan pyres, whilst bedtime prayers pre-figure same-sex
awakenings as Catholic, queer, and occult corollaries. Flooding and fire reimagine eco-feminist futures, and how bodies,
skin and rituals connect or cleanse, as modes of collective
catharsis and liberation from patriarchy.
Past BFMAF resident artists included Margaret Salmon,
Charlotte Prodger and Lucy Clout. Recent online commissions have showcased Zinzi Minott and Irish artist, Renèe
Helèna Browne. For 2021, BFMAF features Black trans
archive artist, Danielle Brathwaite-Shirley’s When Amongst
Our Own and BERWICKWORLD showcasing the healing
justice work of Seema Mattu – artists at the fore of a recent
interactive turn in role-player inspired works.
In the Focus programme, the films of Indian collective
SPS Community Media, Cambodian production collective,
Anti-Archive, and the Vietnamese filmmaker, Nguyễn Trinh
Thi, profile collective production methods in South and
South-East Asia. Nguyễn’s How to Improve the World (2021),
uses storytelling, ritual, and music to resist the Western lens
of constructing narrative through capturing images, centring
sound and indigenous co-presence to talk about how we live
together. The Essential Cinema Cinenova showcase, Back
Inside Ourselves – programmed in response to S. Pearl Sharp’s
recently restored and wonderful, Back Inside Herself (1984) –
adds to archive retrospectives in recent years on Steve Reinke
and Peggy Ahwesh. This featured poetry and film contributions from Tako Taal, Rhiana Bonterre, Ufuoma Essi, Sarah
Lasoye and Jamila Prowse, re-connecting an intergenerational, transatlantic dialogue within Black Feminism, past, present and future.
Taylor concludes that such a shared future is: “one-hundred percent work in progress”, adding: “We learn a little, we
lose a little, we make mistakes, we try again. I’ve been very
conscious how festivals can be greater than the sum of their
parts. The sums need to add up better. Literally and metaphorically.”
The 17th edition of Berwick Film and Media Art
Festival ran from 10 to 12 September 2021 (and from
10 to 30 September online)
bfmaf.org

Cat & Éiméar McClay, a body is a body is a body, 2021, Video; film still courtesy of the artists and BFMAF.

Conal McStravick is an artist, curator, writer and
researcher based in London.
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Stanya Kahn, No Go Backs, 2020, 16mm film transferred to 2K video, with sound. 33 minutes; image courtesy of the artist and TULCA Festival of Visual arts.

Jennie Taylor: How do you see TULCA 2021 in the context of your
broader curatorial practice?

Ephemeral Permanence
JENNIE TAYLOR INTERVIEWS EOIN DARA, CURATOR OF
TULCA FESTIVAL OF VISUAL ARTS 2021.

Eoin Dara: Much of my work over the last decade has been within public institutions, collaborating with colleagues to develop exhibition programmes across years at a time, and working very slowly with artists
towards new solo commissions. So, to shift gear into curating a festival
that took place in one short burst over a few weeks, with a whole host of
different artists, writers and contributors, was a wild and beautiful ride.
But in much of the work I’ve been doing for a few years now, I have been
collaborating with and learning from artists who, I think, are delving into
really expansive ideas about tenderness and intimacy in their work, and
that really sat at the heart of a lot of my early thinking around developing
an edition of TULCA. I should say that, that thinking was also pre-pandemic, and then, to be blunt, I really just doubled down on these ideas
throughout lockdown and started to try and shape a programme that spun
out and around conversations about love and closeness and connection.
JT: How did you find the TULCA open-call process for artist submissions? How many artists participated in the festival?
				
ED: I remember vividly being petrified at the thought of having to write
a curatorial statement for the open call. I hadn’t even been able to visit
the city at that point; we were still in lockdown, and everything in my life
seemed to be uncertain in ways I could never have imagined. So, I wrote
quite a personal letter instead, trying to be open about the impossibility
of the situation, and also throwing out there some loose associations and
tangential ideas that I had been obsessing over in my solitude. I had been
mulling over a question posed by Ocean Vuong in his poem, On earth we’re
briefly gorgeous, where he asks: “Don’t we touch each other just to prove
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we’re still here?” and had George Michael’s masterpiece Outside on repeat at home. This perfect pop song (which advocates for a joyful abundance of casual sex in public spaces) is
where I longingly lifted the title for the project from.
The response to the letter was really overwhelming and I
was incredibly touched by the way people seemed to connect
with it. This process was really invaluable for me, as it meant
I got a chance to delve into hundreds of pieces of correspondence, telling me about contemporary practice across Ireland
and further afield in the midst of a pandemic where I couldn’t
travel and see shows or do studio visits or engage in research
in all the ways I would have done previously. It was also an
incredibly difficult process, as we only had resources to support a very small number of proposals. In the end, there were
24 contributors to the programme this year; nine were writers and poets, and 15 were visual artists (nine of which were
selected from the open call).
JT: The format of an accompanying publication is a compact
series of letters, which appears as an artwork and tends to
entangle the exhibition with sensitivity and precision. What
made you decide to work with letters in this way?
ED: In the publishing work that I do, I always try and make
a publication an active, artistic element of a project, and not
simply have it document/ record/ narrate other kinds of work.
And on a personal level, I’m nurtured by poetry and writing
as much as I am visual art, so I always wanted to draw literary voices into my plans for TULCA to speak as part of the
programme in different ways. After writing the letter for the
open call I kept thinking about different kinds of personal
dialogues and the ways in which we have all had to renegotiate our means of communication with loved ones over the
course of the pandemic.
So, whilst still in lockdown, from my own place of mandatory solitude, I extended an invitation to a number of writers
and poets to be part of the festival, asking them if they might
consider penning a letter of love or longing, to someone or
something just out of reach. These letters then formed the
publication as it were, gathered in a little folio case and printed in an edition of 400. Over the course of the festival, we also
displayed them at each exhibition venue for people to read as
they moved through the other artworks on display, and we
also presented them in the windows of Galway City Library,
to be read from the street. For me, this element of the project
was perhaps about trying to gesture towards the power (and
beauty and joy) of being able to experience private, intimate
moments and modes of correspondence in public.
JT: In discussions about the festival, you have mentioned
bell hooks’ book, All About Love: New Visions, and personal conceptions of love. Can you describe how this thinking
operates as a foundation to your practice?
ED: The artists I work with are very often challenging or
resisting the dominant culture that shapes the world around
us, and this is a culture built on capitalism, patriarchy, and
white supremacy. And if we’re to resist this, we have to create
space to wallow in all of the things this culture fears. Things
like empathy, vulnerability, togetherness, rest, pleasure, and
most of all, love. So, a question I’ve been working through in
my practice for some time centres on this idea of resistance
through love – is it possible to work with a productive conception of love as a curatorial methodology? Can I champion
artists who are pushing forward a conception of love like this
in their work?
And as you mentioned, this steps off from bell hooks’ definition of love as an action, not just a feeling. If love is action,
there is intent, responsibility and accountability within it,
and it can be used as a powerful catalyst for change. Through
her writing, hooks puts forward an idea of love comprising
a combination of six ingredients: care, commitment, knowledge, responsibility, respect and trust. So, I’m trying to mix
these ingredients into my curatorial work, into the support
I try to offer artists, into the exhibitions and projects that
I’m responsible for. I’m asking myself: “in what way does the
action that I’m taking or the work I am doing reflect these
values?” It’s a constant process of learning and adjusting to
new circumstances and conversations, thinking of love as an
active, political entity to grapple with.

Festival
JT: The multiplicity of intimacies and correspondence
embedded in this project have a contradictory sense of
ephemeral permanence; perfume, letters and archives take
place in lasting ways. Now that the festival has concluded its
physical state, how do you see the work continuing, if it does
at all?
ED: I love the idea of ephemeral permanence. I don’t think
I’m too interested in the idea of hard permanence in any of
the projects I work on. I much prefer things to be slippery
and soft, and for them to maybe fade in and out of view or
disappear and then perhaps unexpectedly crop up again in
the future in a slightly different form. If I’ve been able to provide a space for an artist to work through an element of their
practice and present some new ideas that might help nurture
them and their future work, I’m delighted. And I know that
so many of the works in this project will have further life
and growth beyond the festival itself. TULCA was a particular constellation of voices gathered together for a particular
moment in Galway this winter. And that’s enough. For me,
in some ways it did feel fleeting, but I also know I’ll still be
feeling my way through what we all did together in this project for a long time.

Jennie Taylor is an art writer living and working in
Dublin.
jennietaylor.net

Eoin Dara is an Irish curator living on the east coast
of Scotland. TULCA Festival of Visual Arts 2021, titled
‘there’s nothing here but flesh and bone, there’s
nothing more’, ran from 5 to 21 November 2021.
The contributors to the TULCA 2021 programme were artists, filmmakers, writers and poets: Sophia Al-Maria, Claire Biddles, Renèe Helèna
Browne, Miriam de Búrca, CAConrad, Mariah Garnett, Lauren Gault,
Patrick Hough, Adrien Howard & K Patrick, Jasmine Johnson, Vishal
Jugdeo & vqueeram, Stanya Kahn, Theodore Kerr, Sekai Machache, Mira
Mattar, The Many Headed Hydra, Mícheál McCann, Tonya McMullan,
Harun Morrison, Isobel Neviazsky, Laura Ní Fhlaibhín, Nisha Ramayya,
Amanda Rice and Jay G Ying.

Vishal Jugdeo & vqueeram, Does Your House Have Lions, 2021, HD video with sound, 48 minutes; photograph by Ros Kavanagh, courtesy of the artists.

The Many Headed Hydra, Oracle Flags, 2017, hand-dyed cotton, screen printed images, wood and rope, with accompanying publications, installation view at An
Post Gallery, November 2021; photograph by Ros Kavanagh, courtesty of the artists and TULCA Festival of Visual Arts.
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An Example of
Something Inside Out
FRANK WASSER REPORTS ON FIX21 AS BOTH A PERFORMER
AND OBSERVER.
I AM WRITING this sentence during a five-hour durational

lecture-performance, entitled Title, to be announced (2021). I
am the performer, and the performance has so far lasted about
45 minutes. There is an audience, which upon last glance consisted of five people – six including my own body. I am writing this on my iPhone, which is concealed from the audience
by a white towel that has the words ‘Hospital Property’ woven
into its fabric. I am in the strange space of writing an article
about a festival that I am in participating in, while also trying
to make sense of something irreducible to language.
Moments later, I switch from the Microsoft Word application on my phone to an Instagram live streaming of the
performance. I can see the audience around me are waiting
patiently for something to happen, while ten viewers (located
around Ireland and Europe) are simultaneously watching my
every action online. In the onscreen image, a faint light shines
beneath the towel as I walk slowly towards a desk. Many
books, notebooks, objects and a laptop are carefully arranged
on its surface.
All of this is happening at Catalyst Arts in Belfast as
part of FIX21 – a long-running performance art biennale,
staged during the last two weeks of October. The 2021 edition celebrated performance and live art from Belfast and
across Europe, online and in real life with the biennale’s thematic framework summarised by the title ‘Super Inclusion’.
This year Catalyst exploited the proliferation and potential
for online-based works (brought about during the pandemic) by working with other institutions globally. All online
works were also screened in the gallery. Collaborating institutions included MS:T Performative Arts (Canada), OUTPOST (UK), Cabbage (UK) and AMEE (Spain). FIX21 also
focused on the works of Belfast-based artists and invited Catalyst members, including me.
MS:T (Mountain Standard Time) Performative Arts presented A story about an almost dead dog (2021) by Halie Finny
– a work which foregrounds a multitude of images of bodies,
human and non-human. The work complicates ideas of liminal spaces of grief, life and the afterlife. ‘The body’ or ‘bodies’
are the central conceit of many of the works in this biennale.
Having watched most of the performances online, my body
arrived in Belfast on the penultimate day of the festival.
Upon entering the gallery, Husk Bennet, a recent graduate and Belfast-based artist, is performing. MeNtAliyY oF
ThE hIvE mInD (2021) situates the artist at the centre of
the gallery, sitting at a desk, wearing a white garment and a
large papier-mâché head. Bennet makes drawings on acetate
and projects them onto the gallery walls, only to trace them
roughly with black paint, using brushes made from the artist’s hair attached to long sticks. Child-like drawings immediately and deliberately undermine the formal conventions
of the exhibition space. Whether intentional or not, what
comes to the fore is the performance of decision-making.
Husk flips through a folder of sample acetates in the middle
of the performance, as if deciding what to do next. In fact,
each contribution to FIX21 feels like an example. Making an
example of something changes the meaning of that thing. As
Giorgio Agamben has posited: “What the example shows is
its belonging to a class, but for this very reason the example
steps out of its class in the very moment in which it exhibits
and delimits itself ”1.
My attention is diverted to the other side of the gallery,
where Bojana Janković is standing behind another table,
waiting patiently to engage in conversation with a viewer. I
approach the table cautiously, ever wary of participatory art.
Janković’s work is titled Just Gibanica (2021). In the press
release, food, questions, and moments of awkwardness are

promised, and all are delivered upon. Janković offers me a
slice of gibanica, which she tells me is savoury Yugoslavian
dish. It is packaged in a small cardboard box and offered to
me as a gift. Janković explains that she is a first-generation
immigrant from Serbia and proceeds to tell me about the
low paid labour of Serbian immigrants living and working
in Belfast. I am then invited to vote on whether I think the
artist should be paid the artist fee (£200) or the much lower
wages of an immigrant working in catering. The piece provokes the viewer to consider the complicated business of how
we determine value outside and inside the context of art, as
well as bringing attention to the dreadful working conditions
of immigrants. I ask the artist if they think making art is a
job? She seemed surprised by this question – surprised that I
would think that artmaking isn’t a job, at least not in terms of
how work is defined under capitalism.
Each performance was accompanied by a text by an
invited writer. These texts took many forms, from Padraig
Regan’s concise footnotes on my own performance, to poetic responses from Jennifer Alexander on the work of Sinéad
O’Neill-Nicholl.
The importance of a festival such as FIX21 cannot be
underestimated as a platform giving opportunities to emerging artists, writers and curators to test work and take risks.
That such a festival was executed in such a detailed way in the
midst of a global pandemic is a credit to the current directors.
This is performance art in the twenty-first century, whereupon bodies are splayed and scattered across an array of platforms and dislocated perceptions operate within the territory
of doubt and risk.
Frank Wasser is an Irish artist and writer who lives
and works in London.
Notes:
1Giorgio Agamben, Homo Sacer: Sovereign Power and Bare Life (California: Stanford University Press, 1998) p22.

Husk Bennet, MeNtAliyY oF ThE hIvE mInD, 2021, performance at FIX21; photograph by
Ben Malcolmson, courtesy Catalyst Arts.

Brennagh Meehan, We just sometimes need a helping hand, 2021, performance at
FIX21; photograph by Ben Malcolmson, courtesy Catalyst Arts.

Rachel McManus, KEEP SMILING, 2021, performance at FIX21; photograph by Ben Malcolmson, courtesy Catalyst Arts.
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Alice Maher and Rachel Fallon, The Map, 2021, [Detail] installation view, Rua Red Gallery; photograph by Ros Kavanagh, courtesy the artists and Rua Red.
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‘Innate Flow’
Market House Craftworks, Cappoquin
6 – 27 November 2021
‘INNATE FLOW’ IS a group show of photo-

graphic and mixed-media works by Siobhan
Ferguson, Jackie McGrath and Elis Taves; all
three artists draw their inspiration from water.
It is a very diverse selection of work from practitioners of differing artistic backgrounds.
Belfast-based Ferguson is a graduate of BA
(Hons) Photography & Video from Ulster
University. Her video work, Water Border, documents an outdoor performance that loops on
a small, wall-mounted DVD player. Garbed in
a full-length, gold-coloured coat, Ferguson collects pieces of turf from a field, carries them to
the edge of a river, then takes them from the
river and places them in a line in a field. It is
unclear how long the video is, but perhaps this
performance emulates a continuous flow. Other
works by Ferguson include three large, printed
photographs of the performance.
County Wicklow-based artist, Elis Taves,
presents two large colour photographs from a
series called ‘Aqua Ripley’. They depict reflections of a building in water. There is also a scannable code to a YouTube link of a minute-long
manipulation of one of the stills to create the
impression of moving water. Though this interactivity is interesting, arguably the video may
have been better shown in the immediate gallery context. Of the wall pieces, one is printed
on canvas and framed with a gilt frame, a colour
riff which is confounded by its partner image,
printed on a thick piece of acrylic.
McGrath’s work resonates well with the craft
setting of the show. Her works consist of eleven
framed, colour and black and white photographs,
titled Capitalism Verses Nature, whose surfaces
are carefully stitched with colourful embroidery
thread. Two sketch books of daily drawings created during lockdown are also displayed on a
low table. The use of thread on a flat image is
an interesting concept, but perhaps too pretty in
this instance to cause a jarring interruption that

might actively critique the exploitation of our
natural habitat.
There are some minor presentation issues
across the show: distracting curvature on
unframed pieces, unpainted brackets, a barcode
on a dark card. In my experience, inexpensive creative presentation solutions can add to
a show and are often preferable. For example,
works on paper could have simply been pinned
to a wall, while objects from a performance may
have enhanced the earthiness of this exhibition.
Ferguson’s sumptuous robe, or some turf, or river
mud might have worked well. Overall, there’s a
sense that much of the artists’ work may exist
elsewhere, beyond the gallery walls.
The space itself is a little gem. Situated in
the centre of the pretty west County Waterford town of Cappoquin, the artist-run Market House Craftworks (open since June of the
dreaded year 2020) hosted at least seven shows
last year. For that alone, the collective is to be
applauded but there is an intelligence at work
here too. The upstairs gallery space, with windows in three of the four walls and a pitched
ceiling, is bright and though not suited perhaps
to some types of artworks, still allows plenty of
room for play. The rest of the space is incredibly
well utilised. There is a mini exhibition space on
the narrow staircase to the gallery – occupied at
the time of my visit by the well-made and beautifully presented collages of Lismore-based artist, Alan Murphy – while downstairs, original,
well-crafted, reasonably priced ceramics, richly
hued felt works, and sturdy leather pieces are
displayed with thought, where the collective –
Len Canton, Joan Casey and Jane Jermyn – also
work their magic for visitors. Somehow there
is room for everything in this miraculous little
space. Long may it last. Go see.
Clare Scott is an artist and writer based in
Waterford.

Siobhan Ferguson, Identity, 2018, digital photograph (self-portrait); photograph by John O’Sullivan, courtesy the artist
and The Courtroom Gallery, Market House Craftworks.

‘Dear www’ (Online Exhibition)
Glór, Ennis, in association with PAVED Arts, Canada
29 October – 31 December

Martina Hynan and Monique Blom, ShadowBreath, 2021, film stills; image © and courtesy the artists.

USING STORIES, HISTORY and digital com-

munication involving a transatlantic connection,
this exhibition creates a bridge between past and
future ways of being. ‘Dear www’ has not been
digitised due to the pandemic, nor is it simply
a virtual exhibition. A partnership between glór,
Ennis, and PAVED Arts, Canada, it offers a
critical view of our reliance on technology, while
acknowledging the value that can be found in
digital channels.
Three artists from the West of Ireland and
three from Canada’s Treaty 6 Territories, Saskatchewan, formed durational working partnerships. Each duo responded to a historical digital
art project, from a contemporary perspective.
While the brief seems deceptively simple, the
process of collaboration feels as though it is
using an intricate rhizomatic process to uncover
layers of history and tradition while questioning
social, cultural, and financial politics.
The first work, ShadowBreath (2021) by Martina Hynan and Monique Blom, responds to
Char Davies’ Osmose (1995). Davies’s pioneering VR work operates at the interface between
technology and human consciousness. Evoking
a concept of embodied experience that dissolves boundaries between interior and exterior, ourselves and the world, ShadowBreath is
a deeply considered and thought-provoking
moving image essay. Using key philosophical
and sociological references as markers, it flows
like a sound wave with peaks and troughs, as if
compressing and decompressing air – as if itself,
breathing.
There Was and There Was Not by Linda Duvall
and Avi Ratnayake takes its cue from Olia Lialina’s net film, My Boyfriend Came Back from
the War (1996). Made at a time when online
streaming was in its infancy, Lialina used the
tools available to re-imagine the concept of cinematic montage. There Was and There Was Not is
also a playful adventure with serious overtones.
The user is invited to join the artists on the web
as they probe concepts of informed failure and
digital inertia. A network of connections, stories,
sound, and visuals confront and vanquish video conference overexposure and a sense that the
internet is going stale. Using linguistic devices
and digital tools, such as what3words mapping1,
they expose limitations while opening new
forms of communication.
Re-Visioning the Screen by Martina Cleary
and Janelle Pewapsconias accesses residues and
traces of pain left by settler-colonial and postcolonial systems of institutionalisation. Taking

as a point of departure Susan Hiller’s Dream
Screen (1996) – a web-based, interactive artwork that navigates the margins of consciousness – they explore cultural relationality across
time and space. Through the use of an immersive
multi-media, VR environment, they engage in a
process of dismantling stories and history, transforming obscure traces of the past.
The complete project raises questions, not
only about society but also about ways of
art-making. At some point, in some way are we
not all guilty of complacency? How can we be
fully ethical human beings living in a contemporary world? While upheaval and conflict are
a daily reality, simultaneously our competitive
society, with its imperatives for escalation and
instant gratification, embraces wilful blindness
to digital technology. This project subverts the
tension-filled, antagonistic relationship between
our opposing accelerationist and resonant states,
by recognising the interdependence of human/
non-human relationships and the environment.
There is a visceral, tangible invitation to question
a system that tells us who we are and how to feel.
Are we in danger of losing our connection to the
world as we allow our inquisitive, responsive
nature to be exploited by technology?
‘Dear www’ offers a timely revaluation and
manifests as an interplay between self-efficacy and being affected, rather than just stimulated. While we are still looking at pixels, their
hard-edges have new meaning. The resonance of
the subject matter overrides resource-orientated
temporalities. This exhibition has transcended,
at least for a moment, our chronological, linear experience of time. In my opinion, the most
important aspect of the project has been the
opening of pathways that can allow us to feel,
sense, and hear our true selves, aptly, by using
one of the most potent mediums of our time.
Mieke Vanmechelen is a film artist from
Kenmare, currently based between Kerry
and Dublin.
miekevanmechelen.com

Notes:
1what3words mapping uses a geocode system to identify

(almost) any location with a resolution of about 3 metres
(9.8 ft).
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Helen Hughes, ‘And Yes, daydreamer SurRender’
Roscommon Arts Centre
13 November 2021– 15 January 2022
‘AND YES, DAYDREAMER SurRender’ by Hel-

en Hughes is the fourth exhibition curated by
Naomi Draper, who is undertaking a two-year
curatorial residency at Roscommon Arts Centre.
‘And Yes, daydreamer SurRender’ marks a distinct shift in Hughes’s practice. Whilst the exhibition contains a number of works that are more
typical of her intimate process-driven sculptural
output, others have been developed with collaborators outside of her studio, with these forms
only partially shaped by her own hand.
Hughes’s practice generally involves a process of engaging with industrial materials that
are volatile, wilful and difficult to control, like
balloons, fast-cast resins and foams. The resulting artworks act as forms of three-dimensional
slippage; a dynamic flux made manifest, visceral and mysterious. They are the outcomes of a
process of improvisation between the artist and
her materials – sculptural objects captured in a
moment of transitioning, both fixed and fluid.
This exhibition contains a series of works
made with outside expertise, embracing contemporary technologies and processes. It integrates works in glass, bronze, machine formed
Styrofoam, 3D printing and an augmented reality work. Several of these collaborative works
reveal or aesthetically instrumentalise technological processes, including Photogrammetry – a
process that involves taking overlapping photographs of an object or structure and converting
them into 2D or 3D digital models. The exhibition integrates a film and digital print out of
the Photogrammetry mapping process. Hughes
presents a 3D model in its unfinished form,
revealing its complex internal grid structure, and
an image of multiple renderings of a data accumulation process.
This work and implicit generative processes
involve a material reassigning of the designated
potentials of manufacturing and mass production. Through her interventions, the artist interrogates the latent qualities and concealed agency
of a material. Specifically, she questions how her
improvised, human engagement with a material
transforms our comprehension of its potential,
and how this differs from the prescribed associative possibilities of industrialised processes.
The implications of these new processes
enable a compelling diversification to occur. Her
artworks transform industrial materials but nev-

er fully disregard their conventional uses, thus
acting as a link between the artist and broader society. Hughes perceives this as a kind of
expansion of the industrial process. She recognises where the accidental or incidental occurs
within manufacturing and embraces these
potentials, while acknowledging the aesthetic
detritus it generates.
The recently deceased art critic Dave Hickey
suggested that “Bad taste is real taste, of course,
and good taste is the residue of someone else’s
privilege.” Whilst Hickey was speaking about
the value structures we bring to artistic engagement, one could also apply this quote to Hughes’s
engagements with materials, since her work
questions the associative opportunity ascribed
to a material and the formation of hierarchical
structures. Her interventions are disruptions or
transformations of a material’s behaviour, which
in turn queries how this impacts a material’s
privilege.
‘And Yes, daydreamer SurRender’ enables
a joyous dialogue to occur between materials,
processes, signifiers and space. It is a progressive
embracing of contemporary technologies; however much of the exhibition’s concerns are also
resolutely formal and modern. The collected artworks question material hierarchies and capital,
as well as the relationships between forms and
between physical and social space.
The exhibition includes a metallic blue balloon-like object, fixed to a wall, which seems
to have somehow been contorted to become
three interconnected forms. The work appears to
have a viscous material dripping from its base
that has been captured in stasis. Both seductive
and disconcerting, it is an exquisitely confusing
sculpture that produces a distinct gap between
the seen and the felt. This apparently weightless object is in actuality, a spraypainted bronze
casting and is indicative of the enabled contradictions at play in ‘And Yes, daydreamer SurRender’. The presented works are paradoxically
honest and deceptive, real and beguiling; they
generously allow us to participate in conversations previously held between materials and the
artist’s hands.

Helen Hughes, Mazda 34J, 2021, bronze and acrylic polyurethane ‘enamel’; photograph by Ros Kavanagh, courtesy
the artist and Roscommon Arts Centre.

Mark Garry is an artist, educator and
occasional musician.
markgarrystudio.com

Helen Hughes, ‘and Yes, daydreamer surRender’, 2021, installation view, Roscommon Arts Centre; photograph by Ros
Kavanagh, courtesy the artist and Roscommon Arts Centre.

Helen Hughes, Untitled, 2021, polyurethane foam, pigment; photograph by Ros Kavanagh, courtesy the artist and
Roscommon Arts Centre.
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Alice Maher and Rachel Fallon, ‘The Map’
Rua Red, Gallery One
18 October 2021 – 29 January 2022
THE MAP IS a collaborative work by Alice

Maher and Rachel Fallon, commissioned by Rua
Red and curated by its director, Maolíosa Boyle.
It is one of five artist commissions to “produce
new work in response to Mary Magdalene” and
“her association with the incarceration and institutionalisation of women”. Fallon and Maher
created The Map, a sublime monumental textile work that is sewn, embroidered, appliqued,
inscribed, felted, crocheted, printed, and painted.
The piece measures a staggering six and a half by
four and a half metres. The Map imagines Ireland
as its own world in the universe, filled with an
annotated topography that challenges the official narrative of the detention of Irish women
since the formation of the state in 1922. Contemporary views that cite the ‘nuances’ of history, ‘improvements in society’, or aspects of ‘great
change’, are hollowed out by the spectacle of
the artists’ penetrating visual narrative and captioned by a literary nomenclature of Irish social
geography. The Map captures a schism in Irish
society equivalent to a nationalised gaslighting,
primarily but not exclusively directed at women.
The design of The Map follows cartographic
convention where the ‘world’ is flattened into
an upside-down fan-shape, suspended in a

midnight blue cosmos and illuminated by star
constellations with their female allegories. Land
masses and archipelagos are spread over a crystal sea of painted silk. To the north a woman,
perhaps Brigid, with her back turned, sheds the
map from her shoulders. Her auburn hair rises
supernaturally and uncoils itself east and westward. At the most southern point a post-partum
viscera in crimson yarn trails onto the floor. This
astonishing vista draws in the viewer to investigate the artist’s encyclopaedic odyssey of horror,
journeyed by Irish Magdalenes in the twentieth
century.
The compelling graphic oeuvre of both artists
is recognisable through the map’s iconography
and is enriched by its execution via meticulous
and vivid needlework. Land masses and islands
are dotted with ruins, villages, housing estates,
fields, rivers, walls, monuments, and towers. In
the mackerel painted sea, sharp-toothed monsters of Poverty, Prejudice and Injustice prowl and
leap through the water. On land, from place to
place, a woman cries a river of tears, is incarcerated in a tower, is being operated on by a Bishop,
pulls a wheely case, operates a mangle, scrubs
a chequered floor, or meets her lover on a cliff
top. Every scene and location is named and pro-

claimed on tiny embroidered ribbon scrolls or
inscribed on blanket-stitched labels. The artists
have catalogued the vast lexicon of ‘untouchability’ that underpinned Irish people’s unquestioning acceptance of the detention of women in
state and religious run institutions.
The central archipelago of islands that include
Myopia, Gordonia, Hysteria, Melancholia, and The
Isle of Shits amongst others are a reminder of
Catholicism’s ideology of the co-morbidity of
weak morals, feebleness and being a woman. To
the west, Oileán Olc or Slag Island, is sewn in soft
pink/cream textiles and contains a pleasant looking town map. The jauntily embroidered street
names tell a different story – Jezebel Heights,
Slut Walk, Skalds Terrace, Scapegoat Estate, Fleurs
du Mal, Poll na Strumpa and Slag Heap. Below
a rural landscape is filled with the ‘occasions of
sin’ located in a Ballroom of Romance or beaches
such as the Country Girls Cove and Sinners Cove
and, unexpectedly, the male domain of a field of
Wild Oats. Further south a map of Irlanda Muta
(Ireland muted/silenced) sees the nation trapped
and gagged underneath a web of yarn, nailed
tautly into the seabed on all sides.
The Napery is home to the depraved practice
of female detention in the Magdalene Laun-

dries. Filled with grubby, soiled, and crumpled
damask linens, it accommodates three cogwheels
rotating on blackened tripod plinths. Scattered
around the cogs the artists have stitched an
untidy collage of patches that have no discernible purpose. Embroidered on each tripod plinth
are inscriptions that are not immediately visible;
you have to bend down to read the tiny writing: Ryan, Murphy and McAleese. It prompts a
momentary wrench of grief.
A text written and narrated by Sinéad Gleeson, with music by Stephen Shannon, was commissioned in response to The Map. We are the
Map plays in darkness in Gallery 2, just off the
main exhibition. Gleeson’s text and narration
parallels The Map’s navigation of history, ideology and myth in a semi-abstract stream of words
and phrases using a rhythm that unfolds, climbs,
unravels and splurges with raw and poetic viscerality.
The Map is an epic work and monument to
history and is not conducive to any kind of summary. No doubt it will find its way into a suitable
National Collection for future generations.
Carissa Farrell is a writer and curator
based in Dublin.

Alice Maher and Rachel Fallon, The Map, 2021, [Detail] installation view, Rua Red Gallery; photograph by Ros Kavanagh, courtesy the artists and Rua Red.

Alice Maher and Rachel Fallon, The Map, 2021, [Detail] installation view, Rua Red Gallery; photograph by Ros Kavanagh, courtesy the artists and Rua Red.

Alice Maher and Rachel Fallon, The Map, 2021, [Detail] installation view, Rua Red Gallery; photograph by Ros Kavanagh, courtesy the artists and Rua Red.
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‘Joseph Beuys: From the Secret Block to Rosc’
Hugh Lane Gallery
17 July 2021 – 23 January 2022

Asbestos, Pass Freely
40/41 O’Connell Street
22 June – 31 December 2021

Asbestos, Pass Freely, 2021, wall mural, AIB building and hoarding, 40/41 O’Connell Street; photograph by Sasko
Lazarov, courtesy of the artist and Hugh Lane Gallery.

‘Joseph Beuys: From the Secret Block to Rosc’, installation view, Hugh Lane Gallery; photograph by Ros Kavanagh,
courtesy of Hugh Lane Gallery.

Bill Porter, Joseph Beuys: Lecture and Discussion with Joseph Beuys and Caroline Tisdall, Ulster Museum, 18 November 1974. Black and white photograph courtesy of National Museums Northern Ireland.

TO MARK THE centenary of the birth of Joseph

cution, however, the poignancy of the work is
not lost. Asbestos repeats the quote each time he
paints a match, creating a respectful and subtle
tribute to each life that has passed.
The third film is an interview with Caroline
Tisdall, a significant figure in Beuys’s practice.
Produced for this exhibition and for ‘Unity in
Diversity: Joseph Beuys in Ireland’, showing
concurrently in the National Gallery of Ireland, the film features Tisdall describing their
experience of travelling across the country. She
remembers his visit to the Giant’s Causeway as
a performance, and these reflections contrast
beautifully with the ‘in real time’ ITV news documentary.
In a separate space, a series of photographs
taken by Tisdall are displayed in measured
groupings. Several images depict Beuys in
action. Amongst the photographs are three
blackboards from the Hugh Lane collection.
These are familiar to me, yet they have a notable new status in this context. Controversially
classified as art, the blackboards came out of
storage in 1978, marking the beginning of their
quiet presence as traces of a vibrant lecture in the
Hugh Lane in October 1974. Now, the sound of
chalk and voice can only be imagined, yet the
marks themselves have the strength to hold their
own in the company of Tisdall’s precise, documented moments.
‘From the Secret Block to Rosc’ acknowledges the diversity of Beuys’ relationship with
Ireland, including the presentation of his works

Beuys (1921-1986), The Hugh Lane Gallery
traces the artists’ relationship with Ireland. The
current exhibition, ‘Joseph Beuys: From the
Secret Block to Rosc’, comprises three films, a
series of photographs, and three blackboards
from Beuys’s lectures. To complement the exhibition, Irish street artist, Asbestos, created a
large mural on the side of the AIB building and
hoarding on O’Connell Street.
Looped in The Hugh Lane’s lecture room is
a short documentary, A Beuys Crying in the Wilderness (1974), by Derek Bailey, aired on ITV
in 1974 during Beuys’s visit to Belfast. This is
the most striking, captivating and useful film
for understanding the artist’s relationship with
Ireland. Drawn to peripheral parts of Europe,
Beuys saw energy and depth of thought in Ireland, a country he claimed to be “the brain of
Europe”.
The film documents Beuys’s appearances in
the Ulster Museum, where he delivered lectures
on the occasion of his travelling exhibition,
‘Secret Block for a Secret Person’ in 1974. He
met with students and spoke to people on the
streets of Belfast. This footage is fascinating.
Showing how divisive he was during this visit,
there are responses from people who supported his ideas and others who dismissed him as
impractical or naïve. Some audience members
in the Ulster Museum lecture theatre are fully
engaged, yet others are falling asleep. Beuys was
proposing a vision for Ireland that reconnects

with Celtic heritage, while healing from trauma
and turmoil. These lectures seemed to be long,
and he tended to out-speak himself, which could
land as stimulating or flat.
Beuys persisted an idea of accessing the innate
creative energy he found to be present in Ireland
and proposed the Celtic spiral as a ‘blueprint for
being’. On the blackboard, he would draw a cube
and problematise it; then he would draw a spiral and, with his words, elevate its power. Line
and voice appeared to be a combining form for
Beuys. The film shows this with ease, as well as
capturing the tension, exhilaration, and delusion
generated from his visit.
The next film by Sean Curtis is a short
explainer for the mural, Pass Freely by Asbestos. The film, narrated by the artist, is a clear
and well-paced synopsis of the work. Roughly a
five-minute walk from The Hugh Lane Gallery,
Asbestos’ mural is a contemporary response to
Beuys. A figure made of painted burnt matches,
which is a self-portrait, looks upwards as a gesture of remembrance and acknowledgement of
hope. Each match represents a person in Ireland
who has died from COVID-19. For the duration
of the display, Asbestos is adding more matches,
as the pandemic continues. The title, Pass Freely,
is drawn from a quote in Beuys’s 1974 book, The
Secret Block for a Secret Person in Ireland: “Pass
freely from one level of existence to another”.
In comparison to Beuys’s multiple approaches,
contradictions, myths and truths, Pass Freely is
at risk of appearing one-dimensional in its exe-

in Rosc on two occasions (in 1977 and 1984).
A notable highlight is information about how
Ireland was the artist’s desired permanent location for the Freedom International University
for Creativity and Interdisciplinary Research
(FIU) – a place for promoting freedom to realise
creative potential.
The robust documentation gathered and
shown in The Hugh Lane clearly shows Beuys’s
dynamic persona, entangled with the materiality
of his work. As an artist committed to change,
healing and growth, Beuys potentially embodied
the sentiment of writer and activist, Toni Cade
Bambara, who stated: “It is the role of the artist to make the revolution irresistible”. Perhaps
misunderstood as utopian and sometimes seen
as individualist, a force in his ideas was instrumental in concrete outcomes, such as the formation of Art and Research Exchange in Belfast
in 1978, in turn facilitating the establishment of
the Artist Collective of Northern Ireland and
Circa contemporary art magazine. Depicting
Beuys from the past and through the present,
the exhibition proposes a response, similar to
the ITV news reporter, who concludes Derek
Bailey’s 1974 film with the words: “strangely
encouraging”.

Jennie Taylor is an art writer living and
working in Dublin, Ireland.
jennietaylor.net

FIRE
STATION
ARTISTS’
STUDIOS
2022

We are happy to announce the FSAS 2022 programme.
Our programme features courses in the area of digital
media, sculptural, curatorial and critical practices,
reflecting the methods and needs of professional
practicing artists nationally and internationally.
Please sign up to our newsletter to keep up to date.
We will announce news of our annual Summer
School early next year.

ONE-TO-ONE SESSIONS
With Melanie Pocock Head
Curator at IKON
DATE 08-09 March
To apply submit a short bio and short
statement of interest by (Follow up
in-person sessions will take place in
Autumn 2022)
€60

THE ARTIST IN THE CITY
In collaboration with CREATE
Sessions with Jeanne van Heeswijk
Further details will be finalized early
in 2022
Maximum 12 participants

BLENDER FOR BEGINNERS
Gary Reddin
March 23
Day long session: 10am – 5pm
€95

DA VINCI RESOLVE (BEGINNERS)
Micheal Healy
02 April
Media, interface and editing
09 April
Colour and effects
16 April
Fairlight, sound design and ADR.
€95 per session or €220 (all sessions)

MOULD MAKING LEVEL 1
Ciaran Patterson / Bronze Art
06 – 07 May
Maximum 6 participants
€150

MOULD MAKING LEVEL 2
Ciaran Patterson / Bronze Art
27 – 28 May
Maximum 6 participants
€150

WELDING FABRICATION
Mick O’Hara IE
15 – 16 July
4 places
€150

3D SCANNING - EINSCAN H
Martin Downey, 3D Technology Ltd
October date will be announced in
spring 2022
Daylong in-person session
€150

BLENDER (INTERMEDIATE)
Gary Reddin
November date to be finalized
Day-long in-person session
€120

AWARDS ANNOUNCEMENTS
We are delighted to announce Jussi Koitela as our
awarded 2022 return visit international curator!
Jussi will stay with us in November 2022.
Also welcoming our incoming digital Practice
Awardees: Alisha Doody and Catriona Leahy, and to
our sculpture Practice Awardees: Sophie Behal and
Evelyn Broderick for 2022.
In 2022 we have awarded international curator
residencies to: Terhi Tuomi, Lea Vene, Linzi Stauvers,
Kari Conte, Tsione Wolde-Michael, Siobhan Forshaw,
Lucija Sutej and Jone Alaitz Uriarte.
A series of curator talks will occur throughout the year
so please stay in touch and join our mailing list to find
out when they will be taking place.

Fire Station Artists’ Studios
9—12 Lower Buckingham Street, Dublin 1, Ireland
+353 (1) 806 9010 / artadmin@firestation.ie / www.firestation.ie
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Practices of
Emancipation
MIGUEL AMADO REFLECTS ON DANIELA ORTIZ’S
CURRENT EXHIBITION AT SIRIUS.

Daniela Ortiz, They Will Burn with the Flame of the Mother’s Torment and in Ashes Transform, 2021, Oil on canvas and mixed media, dimensions variable; photograph by Brian Mac Domhnaill; courtesy the artist.

CUSCO-BASED PERUVIAN artist, Daniela Ortiz, examines

nationalism, class and gender divides, racism, and the construction of identity amid the legacies of colonialism and
patriarchy. She specifically addresses morality codes, citizenship, and border control systems as enacted through the
exclusion – and sometimes exploitation – of migrant communities, and racialised people more broadly. She is known for
using her own lived experience as subject matter, for instance
motherhood, displacement, feminist engagement, and the
production of deviant and insurgent subjectivity.
Ortiz calls upon traditions and imagery from underrepresented groups, for instance indigenous peoples from Latin
America, to suggest alternatives to Eurocentric aesthetics.
In line with this approach, recent projects have resulted in
ceramic pieces, photographic series, and children’s books that
embrace a storytelling approach, figurative style, craft-oriented media, and vernacular references, all of which twentieth-century Western art history, with its imperialist and
conceptual mindset, has mostly dismissed or made invisible.
I curated Ortiz’s latest solo show, produced by and presented at SIRIUS in Cobh, County Cork, which continues
until 20 February. The exhibition features works concerned
with racist and patriarchal attitudes and practices, both historical and contemporary. The core of the presentation is a
commissioned new series of banners, informed by research
conducted in Ireland and made in collaboration with Peruvian women of Indigenous origin. The title of these pieces
(after which the exhibition is named) – They Will Burn with
the Flame of the Mother’s Torment and in Ashes Transform
(2021) – recalls the ancient custom of women being burned
at the stake for sinning or witchery. It suggests that from the
ashes of those who have suffered and died in institutions,
from the flames of religious obscurantism, women will rise
like phoenixes. The mother’s torment refers to the suffering
of those whose children are forcibly removed – an action that
is disproportionately applied to racialised mothers.
This new series of banners deals with misreadings and
appropriations of biblical references that have subsequently

led to the subjugation of women. In each piece, Ortiz relates a
historical religious painting to contemporary challenges faced
by mothers and children. She took her inspiration from stories of the Magdalene Laundries: the Catholic Church-led,
workhouse-style operations that existed in Ireland from 1765
to 1996. These institutions were intended to house ‘fallen
women’ such as unmarried mothers, prostitutes, and young
girls who had been abused, but effectively imprisoned them,
forcing their labour and isolating them from their communities. Ortiz’s enquiry led her to investigate state family policies – particularly custody laws authorising the removal of
children from their mothers – as well as other intellectual and
sociological references, from religion to the Western pictorial
tradition.
In one of the pieces, the Virgin Mary holds a representation of the ruins of a former Magdalene Laundry run by
the Good Shepherd Sisters in Cork City and sets fire to the
building – a reference to the fact that she herself would have
been considered an adolescent with child and might well
have been sent to one of these institutions if she had lived
in this period. The child next to her holds a representation
of a Catalonian state agency that regularly removes children
from their mothers. The organisation is likewise depicted as
being on fire. The nameless heads depict the authorities who
impose forced adoption, and are intended to reference in turn
the unmarked mass graves of children and women that have
been connected to the Magdalene Laundries in Ireland. In
the background is a depiction of Kinsale Road Accommodation Centre in Cork City, one of the controversial temporary
housing structures that hosts people seeking asylum in Ireland while their status is being assessed by the government.
That image relates to the lack of autonomy among mothers
and children in such places, through factors such as not being
allowed to work, or, at the most basic level, not being able to
choose what they eat.
Other works in the exhibition include The ABC of Racist Europe (2017), which manifests the exhibition’s themes
through the lenses of European Union migration control

policies. I commissioned this work for a museum in Middlesbrough, England, where I was serving as Senior Curator, and
Ortiz made it in collaboration with local single mothers from
refugee backgrounds. The group decided how to illustrate the
issues that have affected their lived experience in England in
the context of their asylum-seeking process, especially their
concerns for their children.
The work is a series of prints originally conceived as a children’s book responding to nineteenth-century racist pedagogies. A classic example is An ABC for Baby Patriots by Mrs
Ernest Ames, an 1899 children’s book whose images and
blurbs demonstrate the imperialist and xenophobic values
of Victorian Britain. Ortiz rewrote An ABC for Baby Patriots against its Eurocentric and white supremacist worldviews;
her work is specifically an educational material on anti-racist
and anti-colonial resistance, and suggests that many of the
same prejudices exist now as when Ames’s children’s book
was published more than a century ago. She reveals this type
of children’s books as not only a tool for learning, but also a
means of instilling racist ideals and expressing the legacies
of colonialism among the young, contributing to the biased
Western imagination of the ‘other’ that still prevails today.
Ortiz finds art useful for her political investigations. She is
not only alert to narratives of oppression, but also collaborates
with others through activism, bringing practices of emancipation into effect. Her key projects explore questions of struggle
against mechanisms of power, including patriarchy and white
supremacy, often focusing on the ideological apparatuses by
which government agencies and corporate interests collude
to manage systems of immigrant surveillance, detention, and
deportation. All of the featured works in this exhibition relate
to spirituality, iconography, and knowledge through which
she sheds light on human belief systems outside of the Western mindset, as well as persistent social injustices across the
globe.
Miguel Amado is a curator and critic, and director of
SIRIUS, Cobh, County Cork.
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Water – More or Less
SUSAN CAMPBELL REVIEWS MARIE HANLON’S RECENT SOLO SHOW AT
THE LAB GALLERY.

Marie Hanlon, The Water You Drink , installation view, The LAB Gallery, 2021; image courtesy the artist and The LAB Gallery.

Marie Hanlon, Cut-Off, installation view, The LAB Gallery, 2021; image courtesy the
artist and The LAB Gallery.

THE TITLE OF Marie Hanlon’s recent exhibition at The LAB,

multi-faceted capability to “catch us off guard,” “overwhelm
or delight,” and/or “throw us into perplexed confusion.” It
also, as in the case of this exhibition, involves reciprocity. Art,
she muses, “requires time, it demands a particular kind of
engagement, it must be fully experienced, considered, sensed,
decoded.”3

‘Water – More or Less’ (18 October – 21 December), acquired
unexpected resonance with a social-media announcement
that the opening reception was postponed due to flooding.
Although a short-lived intervention, it underscored the
capacity of a fundamental, life-giving substance to be inconvenient and, potentially, destructive.
The subject of the work on show is, unequivocally, the
problem of water. Curated by Sheena Barrett, the exhibition
takes the form of several installations, each focused on an
instance of water stress – an often overlooked, yet precarious
aspect of the global climate crisis. Hanlon’s interest in “perception in relation to the familiar” informs her handling of
this known substance, presented in a range of troubling guises1. Some, such as flooding, drought and seasonal shortages,
already provoke concern, but there are others that many of us
tend, or prefer, not to think about.
Encountered in the gallery’s double-height foyer, The
Water You Drink (will pass through seven pairs of kidneys before
it reaches yours) is well-placed to nudge a visitor out of their
comfort zone. Assimilating these words, printed large beside
a wall-mounted assemblage, triggers evaluation of the liquids
the latter contains: clean and clear on one side of a U-shaped
glass unit, and urine-coloured on the other. A jug and glasses on a nearby table are supporting characters to this central action, which references the recycling of wastewater into
potable supplies.
Although reused effluent is not an instantly palatable
prospect, it reflects the realities of a planet with finite water
and a growing human population. This message is reinforced
by Cut-off, which lines a wall in the principal gallery with
domestic taps, each featuring a plexiglass ‘flow’, complete
with naturalistic bubbles. These are knotted and truncated
as a likely visual allusion to the challenges and complexities
involved in providing running water.
Upstairs, a wall-mounted still image, titled The Irish Sea,
reminds us that we are surrounded by the substance, while

Drinking the Ocean presents a processed, salt-free sample as
a ‘silver bullet’, alongside an 11-minute moving-image presentation that probes the expensive and often controversial
processes involved in desalination.
The gridded form of When Water Becomes Explosive, a
large-scale 3D installation, is borrowed from an American
ball game and made from transparent tubing with aluminium
connectors. Its vertical and horizontal elements evoke drilling
processes used to extract crude oil, in which high-pressure
water explodes rock within the earth, resulting in contaminated waste. While, unsurprisingly, the grid’s oil and water
contents don’t mix, the top-loading of the heavier, dark liquid conveys the dominance of the industry that produces it,
especially in the U.S. It also registers the current hierarchical
order in which oil is more highly prized – but, Hanlon asks,
might this value-system reverse?
The tonal and textural qualities of the encased oil contrast with the predominantly monochrome environment and
connect with the materiality of the world beyond. A looped
soundtrack, created collaboratively by composer Rhona
Clarke, disseminates from a neighbouring room and layers
the work’s immersive qualities with audio2.
When More is Less, an installation in two parts, also brings
the outside in, using moving images to revisit flooding events
through scenes of submerged fields, cars, bridges, playgrounds
and homes. Close by, tiny ladders project upwards from the
liquid contents of a small container; a visual reminder, perhaps, of the steep climb required to effectively tackle the
global problem of water.
Like many in this existentially charged moment, Hanlon
has reflected on what it means, right now, to be a visual artist. Musing, in a blog post, about the viability of ‘art for art’s
sake’, she advocates for contemporary practice that does what
it does well in terms of social, political and environmental
commentary without being subsumed into the disciplines it
references.
In taking on a serious and pressing topic she draws on art’s

Susan Campbell is a visual arts writer and researcher.
‘Water – More or Less’ has since travelled to Uillinn:
West Cork Arts Centre, where it continues until 12
February 2022.
westcorkartscentre.com

Notes:
1See mariehanlon.com/about
2This sound piece was previously developed for Hanlon’s exhibition,
‘Water Table’, at The Luan Gallery, Athlone, in 2018.
3See mariehanlon.com/on-the-loose-post
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Citizen Action
SEÁN BEATTIE INTERVIEWS ANTHONY HAUGHEY, ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE AT THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF
IRELAND, ABOUT HIS ARTLINK RESIDENCY AT FORT DUNREE, AS PART OF THE DECADE OF CENTENARIES.

Anthony Haughey, Anthem Art Intervention, Fort Dunree, on the Eve of the Anglo-Irish Treaty Signing, 5 December
2021; photograph by Anthony Haughey, courtesy the artist and Artlink.

Anthony Haughey, Anthem Art Intervention, Fort Dunree, on the Eve of the Anglo-Irish Treaty Signing, 5 December
2021; photograph by Anthony Haughey, courtesy the artist and Artlink.

Seán Beattie: Anthony, could you give me a
brief overview of your early work as an artist?
Anthony Haughey: Yes, Seán. I moved to Ballymun in 1989 when I was still an art student
in England. I set up a community darkroom; I
was interested in a socially engaged approach to
art. I lived in my aunt and uncle’s house for a
year and was fully immersed in Ballymun life. I
also photographed in the living rooms of several
families, which resulted in my first major body
of work, ‘Home’, in 1991. It is still being exhibited thirty years later. The living rooms were
‘transitional spaces’, embracing cross-cultural
elements of urban life into which aspects of a
traditional rural lifestyle entered. For example,
pictures of the Sacred Heart stood side by side
with images of pop stars like Michael Jackson on
the living-room walls.

the participants was a pattern cutter in the Fruit
of the Loom factory in Buncrana before it closed
in 2006. I am always excited to work with people who bring their own experience and skills to
enrich a collaborative or participatory artwork.
I have worked with more than fifty people so
far. As we are discussing this in September in
advance of the main event, it is my intention to
have flags erected not only in Fort Dunree but
also at the main entrance to the nearest town of
Buncrana in the hope of engaging the interest of
residents and visitors to the town.

SB: Was it your experience of London and Ballymun that first introduced you to the importance of a particular place or environment – in
other words, site-specificity?
AH: My process has been mostly context driven throughout my career. Research is hugely
important; I explore the specific historical and
sociopolitical context of all sites I work in and
respond through durational art processes. For
example, in my current residency at the National
Museum of Ireland, I have established a studio
in Collins Barracks, where I am researching the
collections. The architecture of this site is also
hugely important in how the work I produce
unfolds between now and 2023. It is envisaged
that the studio will become a base for future artists’ residencies.
SB: So Fort Dunree is a jewel in the crown
within that context, so to speak?

AH: Fort Dunree in Inishowen is a place of outstanding natural beauty but its origins are militaristic, dating from the Napoleonic era when
Lough Swilly was fortified to combat a French
invasion. In the context of the Decade of Centenaries, it is hugely important as a Treaty fort,
which featured in the Anglo-Irish Treaty (1921),
in which England retained certain territorial
rights in an independent Ireland.
SB: What were your first impressions on visiting Fort Dunree? Perhaps the scattering of
decaying army structures?
AH: Yes and no. Of course, one cannot ignore
the physical reminders of its military past but
what caught my eye, in terms of my process,
was the sight of 11 flagpoles with banners waving in the wind. They are iconic emblems of the
transition from a colonial regime to that of an
independent state. In 1938, England returned
Fort Dunree to the Irish Free State. A simple
yet powerful symbol of change was the lowering
of the Union flag and the raising of the tricolour.
SB: Will a similar event be part of your residency here?
AH: Yes, there is a powerful element of commemoration involved, and we plan to make an
art intervention on 6 December to mark the
centenary of the signing of the Anglo-Irish
Treaty. Historically Fort Dunree signifies militarism and colonialism; I am interested in how
the architecture of this space can be transformed
by a citizen action – through participation and
collaboration. Since June 2021, when I started
my residency here, I have hosted participatory
flag design workshops involving the local community and others who live near the Fort. There
are significant skills within the region. One of

SB: So you could say commemoration and collaboration in one shot?
AH: I have co-produced many collaborative art
works connected to the Decade of Centenaries,
including a year-long residency in Limerick
City Gallery of Art, coinciding with the commemoration of the Dublin 1913 Lockout. The
Artlink residency has enabled me to continue
exploring and re-shaping acts of commemoration for participants and audiences to connect
with complex historical events on an intellectual
and emotional level.
SB: You are aware of the role of Fort Dunree in
the refugee crisis in 1969, when Bogsiders fled
across the Border, seeking refuge from attacks
by the ‘B Specials’ and the RUC?
AH: Yes, that event represents an element of
citizen action, the Fort as a sanctuary, as distinct from its earlier function as envisaged by Sir
William Smyth when he drew up plans for the
fortification of Lough Swilly in 1802/3.
SB: Do you see this as one of the ‘layers of history’ you referred to in your recent interview with
Lynn Scarff of the National Museum?

AH: Transitional is the word I would use – you
see the Fort becomes a forum for cultural identity, a place where layers of history are embedded
but in a process of continuous change. All these
elements will be evident in my major project
with the National Museum in which I engage in
a search for a ‘Flag for Ireland’.
SB: How has the pandemic impacted your
work?
AH: The online environment has been hugely
challenging but there were some positives; for
example, it was possible to connect with people
from all over the world without the expense and
carbon footprint of air travel. It has been a difficult time for everybody; many artists cannot
make a living from their art practice and have
to supplement it with other work. I am fortunate in that I am also a lecturer in TU Dublin.
I did manage to work on a number of projects
during lockdown, including the development
of a co-authored book, an anthology of socially
engaged art in Ireland, which will be published
in 2023. Thankfully, the lifting of restrictions has
given me the freedom to return to on-site work
at Fort Dunree and elsewhere.
Seán Beattie is an author and historian
who currently serves on the Board of
Directors of Artlink, Fort Dunree,
Buncrana, County Donegal.
artlink.ie

Anthony Haughey is an artist based in
Dublin and a lecturer in TU Dublin, where
he supervises practice-based PhDs.
anthonyhaughey.com
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Installation view L to R: Ita Grattan, I worry about the Sea, 2021, oils and dark blue ink on acquired cupboard shelf 8cm x 21 cm, Jules Charlton, A dark Wave #26, 2021, acrylic on paper 56 x 80 cm, Kevin Ryan, Moon Jellies, 2021, photograph on corry board 60cm x84 cm; photo by Lisa Kinneen, courtesy of Andi McGarry, the artists, and Glacier Gallery St Patrick’s Bridge.

LIKE MANY OTHER arts organisations, the VAI staff debated at length on

Sustainable Ambition
JOANNE LAWS REPORTS ON VAI GET TOGETHER 2021.

how to host our Get Together event – Ireland’s annual forum for visual
artists, which was cancelled in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The
benefits and disadvantages of physical and virtual events were discussed
in detail; however, since the possibility of further lockdowns and cancellations in autumn 2021 could not be ruled out, it was decided to proceed
with a three-day online event, hosted through the digital conference platform, Balloon.
This online format had the added advantage of allowing contributors to
beam in from across the world, including speakers in America, Europe and
the UK, who otherwise might not have been able to attend. For the most
part, the platform was user-friendly, offering a festival-like format, with
talks happening on different ‘stages’. Other functions allowed direct messaging, one-to-one video chats, or ad hoc group discussions – perceived as
the closest virtual equivalent of going for a coffee with someone.
Staple Get Together formats – such as Artists Speak, Speed Curating, panel discussions and specialist clinics – were all hosted virtually, and
while attendees missed the spontaneity of real-life encounters, everyone
seemed to enjoy the events, nonetheless.
Artists Speak
The three-day event was officially launched by Kevin Rafter, Chair of The
Arts Council, on the morning of Tuesday 5 October. Atoosa Pour Hosseini commenced the first Artists Speak session, offering vibrant insights
into her moving image practice, with a focus on themes of displacement
and alienation. Atoosa outlined recent exhibitions, and the purchase of a
suitcase containing 50 reels of Super 8 film (comprising footage of insects,
birds and plants) which the artist spent six months digitising for future
use.
Responding to a core theme of Get Together 2021, Andi McGarry
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explained how his practice is sustained through meaningful
collaborations, including a project in summer 2020 with Lar
O’Toole. ‘CATCH / The First Fathom’ involved a series of
installations on a beach, with painted canvases mounted on
sticks to resemble flags. Andi discussed his involvement with
the DIY and punk scenes in the northeast of England, and
his ongoing interest in ‘music with a social conscience’ which
has roots in folk music, protest songs and grass roots activism.
Caoimhe Kilfeather reflected on the dichotomy of sculptural practice as utility or ornamentation. She also discussed
practical issues like storage and the necessity for artworks to
occasionally be dismantled and repurposed, as part of her
material process. In a similar vein, Kathryn Nelson considered how artists can maintain more sustainable practices
by refusing to reproduce a culture of overconsumption and
challenging the model of the globally agile artist, while glass
artist, Elke Westen, added that artists should be mindful of
using environmentally friendly materials and processes.
Chanelle Walshe discussed recent departures in their
painting practice, as well as ongoing involvement in self-organised exhibitions, aimed at showcasing the work of female
painters. New York-based Irish artist, Jonah King, considered ecologies of the body in the contexts of climate change,
Artificial Intelligence and the Anthropocene. Jonah’s practice is epistemologically underpinned by the ‘Upper Scene’
– a concept which proposes digital media as an ‘evolutionary
conclusion’ of stones, minerals and deep time. Jonah’s interactive installation, All My Friends Are In The Cloud (2017 –
ongoing), digitally archives moments of intimacy forever – a
particularly moving gesture for those whose loved ones have
since passed away.
Dublin-based Vietnamese artist, Duc Van Pham, views
the subjects of his portraits – including a pregnant friend,
a homeless cousin, and his father-in-law, who is recovering
from cancer – as co-conspirators in the painting process, with
his expanded compositions incorporating multiple layers and
political commentary. Martin Marley reflected on his long
and varied career in the arts, as a designer, craftsperson and
educator. While his background in furniture design taught
him traditional skills, through his work in ceramics and
sculpture, he has experienced the tactile and intuitive qualities of materials.
Sinéad Brennan is a glass artist, who recently developed a
series of sculptures with weaponry inserted into cosmetics –

VAI Event
like a compact mirror with inbuilt flick-knife – as metaphors
for equalising male and female powers. She discussed how
the cutting, reshaping and etching of found glass has offered
a more environmentally and financially sustainable way of
working.
Elaine Harrington is a ceramics artist interested in the
material histories of making and objects. Despite extensive
training in ceramics, photography and printmaking, the artist
felt a disconnect with her materials and wanted to have more
direct involvement, from source to product. Residencies in
different countries showed how materials are embedded in
landscape, practice, and community. She now wants to make
fewer actual objects, and has begun exploring performance
interventions and land art.
Panel Discussions
‘Craft Crashing Through the Walls of Visual Art Galleries’
was moderated by Louise Allen (Director of the Creative
Futures Academy) and featured London-based ceramic artist, Aaron Angell, in conversation with New York-based glass
artist, Amber Cowan, who tuned in at 6:30am (Eastern Standard Time).
Amber’s exquisite glass works involve various fabrication
techniques, including the 600-year-old Venetian tradition
of glassblowing, particularly flamework. Amber combines
antique objects with recycled glass from now-defunct American glass factories. Quite often, people send heirlooms or
broken ornaments for Amber to incorporate into her fantastical dioramas and grotto-like assemblages. The artist recently
collaborated on a film with John Galliano and is represented
by Heller Gallery, a glass-specific commercial gallery in New
York.
Aaron describes his London-based studio, Troy Town
Art Pottery, as “a radical and psychedelic workshop” where
he has hosted over 80 artists-in-residence, while selling pots
to fund the residency programme. In 2017, Aaron curated
an exhibition at Tate St Ives, ‘That Continuous Thing: Artists and the Ceramics Studio, 1920 – Today’, featuring artists
from the UK ceramic underground of the 1970s and 80s – an
ungalvanised community considered irrelevant, both within
ceramics and contemporary art circles. This form of practice
is often categorised as ‘high craft’ or ‘ceramics in an expanded world’. Aaron noted that ceramics comes in and out of
fashion at art fairs, adding that: “Art collection is essentially a

Jonah King, Upper_Sea, 2016, 2x Channel HD Video (video still), image courtesy of the artist.
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speculative form of money laundering!”
Sustaining a Practice and Working with Ambition
Echoing this sentiment, artist Lindsay Seers commented
that investment in art is perceived as a way of storing money
safely, during her compelling conversation with Helen Pheby (Head of Curatorial Programme at Yorkshire Sculpture
Park). Lindsay contrasted the millions spent on the current
NFT craze with the contemporaneous reality of artist poverty, and the “vulnerability for the artist within the professional
hierarchy”. As part of her campaign, which seeks commitment from galleries for fair payment to artists, Lindsay cited
a letter written in 1972 by artist Hollis Frampton to Donald
Richie, Curator of Film at MoMA, who said that Frampton’s solo exhibition at the museum would be “all for love
and honour and no money is included at all”. In his reply,
Frampton lists the cost of making an artwork – from the purchase of film to the museum invigilation – to highlight his
lack of renumeration, despite generating income for others
within the artworld. As Lindsay pointed out, there is not just
one synchronised art world, but multiple economies; buying
art is not an elite enterprise and we need to encourage wider
approaches to redistribute the wealth.
Lindsay’s work is experimental, immersive and site-responsive, fluctuating between documentary, narrative and fiction. Her artworks embody a “dynamic unfolding in response
to site” while being imbued with the intensity of the journey,
the travel and the many coincidences that happen along the
way. She can hardly see the work until it is installed in the
gallery, where it comes together for a short period of time,
before returning to the artist’s imagination.
Among many other fascinating points of discussion, the
artist noted that everyone’s perception of reality is different, citing the term ‘the hallucinatory real’ to describe how
we constantly reconstruct memories through a ‘faulty recall
system’, adding that memory is simply “a set of misunderstandings that we hold onto”. Examples include looking back
through old diaries, to reassess the truth as it was written at
the time, or re-watching a film seen 20 years ago, and clearly
observing the constructs through the lens of lived experience,
which brings a different reading.
During lockdown, Lindsay took stock of her work, the
“failures, chaos and exhaustion”, as well as the vulnerability
she feels as a sole maker and woman in a male dominated

Amber Cowan, Hummingbirds Feast on Helio and Lavender, 2021, 20x15.5x7.5”, glass
and mixed media; photo by Mathew Hollerbush, courtesy of the artist.
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space of sculptural fabrication. She began to see how obsessive making art can be; how artists share the world in a particular way and don’t clock off. The artist spoke of the raise
in consciousness needed to recognise human supremacy as
a damaging force on planet, and the pivotal but not widely
understood concepts of Quantum Theory and metaphysical
entanglement, which explain how our bodies share particles
with the earth and the ocean.
Practice & The Anthropocene
Another interesting conversation unfolded between Jakob
Fenger, a founding member of the Danish artist group,
Superflex, and Chris Clarke, Senior Curator at The Glucksman. Over the course of three decades, Superflex has used a
socially engaged model of collective practice to challenge the
outmoded image of the lone artist, operating on the fringes
of society. Superflex aims to reframe humans as the ‘centre of
the world’, stating that “sometimes the best ideas may come
from fish”.
An ongoing focus on water featured in Flooded McDonald’s (2009) which visualises the apocalyptic future of climate
change through the submersion of a global fast-food chain.
Similarly, Dive-In (2019) (commissioned by Desert X for
Coachella Valley) is an installation and functional drive-in
cinema that will later become an infrastructure for marine
life, amid rising sea levels and a subaquatic future accelerated
by climate change.
Interspecies Assembly (2021) was a series of sculptures, configured as a gathering site and installed in Central Park, New
York City, to highlight ecological turmoil and human exceptionalism. An ‘Interspecies Contract’ was carved into one
sculpture, encouraging a state of ‘human idleness’, to remedy
dwindling biodiversity and allow other species to flourish.
Superflex is currently developing plans to rebuild a stone
reef along the Danish coastline, depleted over the last century
through human extraction of stone from the seabed. Given
that sea creatures depend on hard surfaces, the artists want to
build a city of sculptural infrastructure to encourage diversity.
Being Part of Something
In his keynote presentation, ‘Being Part of Something’,
Christian Jankowski discussed a range of previous projects,
including The Hunt (1992) in which the artist – heroically
armed with a bow and arrow – ‘hunted’ in a supermarket for
essential goods. Sharing a similar sense of the absurd, Casting Jesus (2011) documented actors auditioning to play Jesus
through a casting agency in Rome and employing a reality
TV format. A judging panel of Vatican priests was tasked
with selecting the ‘chosen one’.
Christian was presenting from the Kunstmuseum in Bonn,
just hours before the screening of his new film, Social Plastic
Surgery (2021) commissioned by the museum to celebrate
the 100th birthday of Joseph Beuys. The film features interviews with Beuys collectors about living with the artworks for
over 40 years, while a series of photographs depicts surgeons
(from the nearby Youth Fountain Clinic plastic surgery clinic) re-enacting famous poses by Beuys or naming operations
after him. As noted by a Get Together attendee, this work
seems particularly appropriate, given that Beuys himself was
a great self-publicist who created layers of mythologising
around his own legend.
Joanne Laws is Editor of the Visual Artists’ News
Sheet.

Images from Top to Bottom:
‘That Continuous Thing: Artists & The Ceramic Studio, 1920-Today’,
curated by Aaron Angell, installation view, Tate St. Ives, 2017; photograph courtesy Aaron Angell.
Caoimhe Kilfeather, Quarter, 2014, woven veneer; photograph by Caoimhe Kilfeather, courtesy of the artist.
Atoosa Pour Hosseini, Kinetics in Blue, 2018, at The LAB, November,
Performance, 30 minutes, in collaboration with Karen Power (sound)
Katie O’Neil (Performer); photograph by Paula Alvarez, courtesy of the
artist and The LAB Gallery.
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Project Profile

Test Site
RÓISÍN FOLEY DISCUSSES A RECENT
PROJECT IN KYRLS QUAY, CORK CITY.
BUDDLEIA (BUDDLEJA DAVIDII) tumble and sway over

the hoarding. This shrub is highly successful in establishing
itself almost anywhere. It can be seen growing out of chimney cracks and piles of rubble on abandoned ground. Buddleia and artists are place-makers, whose pioneering spirits
thrive in spaces on the fringes of the capitalist experiment.
This space where ‘TEST SITE’ has made a place is part of
a larger former industrial complex, under the ownership of
Cork City Council.
‘TEST SITE’ are the caretakers of what is contained in
the hoarding at Kyrls Quay. They harbour humans, plants and
ideas and make space to develop alongside other projects and
people who share a similar openness. An Choill Bheag (meaning ‘the little wood’) is as much the heart of the physical space
as the wooden pavilion. It was installed by Niamh Ní Dhúill
of An Taisce as an educational example of a native woodland.
Co-creator and artist Aoife Desmond emphasises the project’s ecological sensibilities when she stresses how important
it is that some of the trees will need to find homes as they
grow and outcompete each other. Aoife is currently finishing
Mná and Sons, a 16 mm film in which she documents the
seasons as they are naturally woven into the fluctuating site
of the unfolding project.
The pavilion was designed by co-creator, architect and artist, Ailbhe Cunningham. She collaborated with boat builders
Meitheal Mara, ARUP and Silvabuild to create a multipurpose space that pays homage to the heritage of the complex.
It is made from recycled materials and can be re-constructed elsewhere, as it is held together using bolts as opposed to
glue; hence the entire pavilion can be recycled again. Ailbhe’s practice critically engages with ideas around the circular
economy and environmental place-making. She champions
collaboration and has an interdisciplinary approach to her

architecture practice.
Inside the Buddleia border of the site: Their presence is
questionable from an ecological perspective but in alternative
circles these shrubs are the forerunners that pave the way for
future diversity. They were on the site first and so it was decided to let as much stay as possible. Aoife and Ailbhe came to
the site as part of Aoife’s A+E (art and environment) making
workshop in 2020. They were both interested in continuing
this enquiry and conversation with the space, and under the
mentorship of Rosie Lynch of Kilkenny’s Workhouse Union,
they began the hard graft of red tape and form-filling. Artist
and educator, Cáit Ní Dhuinnín, joined as project producer, while ecologist, urban planner and artist, Mary Kelleher, joined as project assistant. Cilla Woodhouse is a highly
regarded volunteer who has been continuously present.
On the ground, plantain, dandelion and a wealth of other
‘weeds’ have made their places in cracks which are the spaces
between many different bricks, former footings and a patchwork of cement and gravel. Herbalist Jo Goodyear facilitated
a workshop as part of the ‘TEST SITE pilot programme,
discussing their multiple values and uses. As described by
Ailbhe, a wealth of creative practices and projects have come
to the site, ‘activating’ the space. A youth group, led by an
artist and musician, have regular meetings at the site. Performances have also been held by a range of creatives, such as
Inma Pavon, Fixity and performers from Cork DJ, Stevie G’s
‘New School’ project. Seminars in areas such as urban planning and biodiversity have had a great reception, while films
have been screened and attended by a wide demographic. The
programming has been diverse with the greatest attention
given to relevance and quality. It is evident that every aspect
of the site has been considered; even the hoarding itself has
been utilised for projects such as ‘Going to Seed’ by Notes to

Cork and billboard artwork by Mary Kelleher and Cáit Ní
Dhuinnín.
Architecture and heritage, urban design and biodiversity
are three pillars which are fundamental to holding the project together. By exploring these strands collaboratively as
an artistic process – with an “openness that is grounded”, as
Aoife has described – the project embraces changes which
allow it to develop holistically. This process-led approach
incorporates time and space to step back and consider how
things are going and to adjust as necessary. Fundamentally
the project is an exercise in civic duty, whereby people and
plants intermingle. They are keen to increase visitors and to
demonstrate how effective, easy and empowering being participatory in public can be. Both Ailbhe and Aoife emphasised the importance of opening and sharing the space, and
how challenging it can be, most especially during a global
pandemic. Both stressed that the project has been so successful because of public participation, as well as participation from other projects and groups. They are gently inviting
people to become more active on-site, encouraging gestures
such as bringing seeds and plants during important cultural
celebrations such as Bealtaine.
The miniature canopy of An Choill Bheag is shedding its
leaves. In winter, deciduous trees concentrate their energy in
their roots. Ailbhe and Aoife are currently revising the project’s pilot programme and deciding how to develop the next
phase of ‘TEST SITE’.
Róisín Foley is a curator and writer based in West
Cork. She recently completed a year studying
permaculture and sustainable horticulture.

Natalia Beylis and Eimear Reidy, Whose Woods These Are, TEST SITE, biodiversity performance, Kyrls Quay, Cork; photograph by Ailbhe Cunningham, courtesy the artists.
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Breaking Cover
CATHY FITZGERALD REPORTS ON AN ECOLOGICAL ART PERFORMANCE
PERFORMANCE EVENT AT IMMA.
ON 13 NOVEMBER 2021, predictably disap-

pointing news for Earth’s citizens and planetary
wellbeing emerged from the COP26 summit in
Glasgow. Greta Thunberg and activists responded by urgently calling on UN Secretary General,
António Guterres, to declare the climate crisis a
Global Level 3 Emergency – the UN’s highest
category – to enact a coordinated effort, similar
to the global pandemic response. But importantly, a seismic cultural shift from the ground
up is also urgently needed. More than science
or politics, informed creativity has social power
to imaginatively and inclusively introduce citizens’ hearts to new values and activities that will
advance a just and life-sustaining era.
In Ireland, the Department of Education is
developing strategies for the momentous UNESCO-mandated shift across the formal and
informal learning landscape to prioritise citizens’
urgent understanding of integrated sustainability and social justice. For the creative sector,
this shift will insist on ‘ecoliteracy’ and collective-planetary wellbeing values in education.
Corresponding training for cultural policy writers, art administrators and educators, and new
long-term funding models to sustain creative
workers interested in maintaining community
wellbeing, is also foreseen1.
In trying to imagine such widespread sustainable cultural renewal, the new artist-led
Breaking Cover Collective developed engaging performative responses to the ecological
emergency in 2020, including an innovative
six-month ecoliteracy training programme. On
4 September 2021 the collective staged an inaugural two-hour performance for 100 people in
the grounds of IMMA.
Embodying wisdom, beauty and an inclusive
ethos needed for a better world, the 15 members of the collective were led by Paola Catizone (performance artist, facilitator and member of IMMA’s Visitor Engagement team) and
included: Rennie Buenting (organic farmer and
ceramic artist), Carmel Ennis (gardener and
dancer), Karen Aguiar (dancer), Thomas Morelly (illustrator and XR activist), Laura O’Brien
(embodiment practitioner), Miriam Sweeney
(student), Mary Hoy (visual artist), Paul Regan
(performance artist), Hilary Williams (performance artist) and Sophie Rieu (therapist and
artist), Rebecca Bradley (painter), Tom Duffy
(musician, artist and educator) and Deirdre
Lane (environmental activist and consultant).
Breaking Cover Programme
Paola Catizone has over 30-years’ experience in
performance art and holistic education. During
the first lockdown, Paola recognised the unprecedented pause in human activity as a window of
opportunity to reimagine sustainable cultural
renewal. Paola developed a programme proposal
on art and ecology and initially imagined involving 18 to 35-year-old participants. However,
given the complexity of the topic, many who
gravitated to Paola’s invitation and committed
to attend sessions over six months, were mid-career creatives and professionals, perhaps better
established to grapple with this complex and
confronting topic, as well as younger people and
students. Older, seasoned artists also became
involved. It was realised that the real power of
the group was because it was intergenerational.

During the pandemic lockdown, startling
images from global media of animals ‘breaking
cover’ as humans withdrew, were an important
reminder that thriving ecologies are paramount
for interconnected personal, collective, and planetary wellbeing. ‘Cows on the beach, coyotes in
the car park’ became the working subtitle.
The Social Power of Performance
IMMA agreed to Paola hosting two in-person
pilot sessions at the front lawn pavilion in the
summer of 2020. Working with physical, relational and educational group processes, the feedback from participants was resoundingly positive. However due to COVID-19 restrictions,
the six-month Breaking Cover training programme was delivered online. This meant a larger group (oscillating between 30 and 50 people)
benefited. Invited eco-social artists, scientists,
philosophers and activists – myself (The Hollywood Forest Story / Haumea Ecoversity), Lisa
Fingleton (Kerry County Council’s first artist-in-residence/The Barna Way), Mary Reynolds (We Are The Ark), Oana Sanziana Marian (Active Hope Ireland) and V’cenza Cirefice
(Dublin EcoFeminists) – helped initiate participants into the expansive concerns that ecological
insights advance. Ideas from ecological philosophers Gregory Bateson, Glenn Albrecht and
Joanna Macy provided foundational concepts.
Whole-of-institution co-creative processes for
conviviality, inclusivity and political ecological
reorganisation were inspired by Andrea Geyer’s IMMA exhibition, ‘When We’. Also crucial were relational, dialogical art processes and
employing performance art’s historic politicism
to engage public awareness.
From July to September 2021, Paola’s outdoor workshops for the collective included
movement and music, Theatre of the Oppressed,
Gestalt, Slow Looking Art, and performance
practices. Artist Celina Muldoon visited three
times to support the process. Composed of professional artists, enthusiastic students, educators,
movement experts and activists, Breaking Cover
Collective’s combined resources and co-creative
activity, accelerated learning and powerfully
motivated the collective toward their first performance.
Inaugural Performance
The Breaking Cover performance at IMMA was
comprised of four parts over two hours:
•
Individual performances: These arose from
the group’s tension between individualism
and awareness of interconnectedness.
•
The drum: After the individual performances, a drum called the collective to the
IMMA courtyard to form a large circle.
Breaking Cover member Tom Duffy’s experience with ritualistic Brazilian drumming
reverberated an ethical transmission for the
event, as within the drum each performer
had previously written their intentions for
their work. After gathering, the collective
walked in a slow procession to the formal
gardens. A viewer later shared that it came
naturally to follow slowly along, to the pace
of the drum.
•
The Banquet: In the formal gardens was a
long banquet table, decorated with herbs,
plant dyes and animal skulls. After a spo-

All Images: Breaking Cover Collective, performance, IMMA grounds, September 2021; photograph by Molly Keane,
courtesy of the artists and IMMA.

•

ken-word lament by Deirdre Lane, focussing on Ireland’s boglands, the formal-looking dining event degenerated into chaos.
Performers noisily toasted and poured their
drinks onto the table, then gradually served
the meal by emptying three wheelbarrows
of earth onto plates, which overflowed onto
the table, forming a mound of layered electrical and plastic waste, resembling landfill.
Excessive consumption was the theme of
the banquet, and viewers later shared that
feelings of grief and shame overwhelmed
them while watching.
The Die In: As the once beautiful banquet
table degenerated, keening from Paola and
Hilary Williams prompted the group to
walk towards a meadow. There, XR activist
and artist Thomas Morelly with a megaphone called out the names of extinct species. Performers fell and rose, dying over
and over, until the last creature, the dodo,
was called. The lighting of a small flame
symbolising hope concluded the event,
and performers led a slow walk back to
IMMA’s Studio 10.

The Breaking Cover Collective’s vision was to
activate the power of performance art to communicate the urgency of the ecological emergency and re-enchant our relations to Earth and
the wider community of life. With this positive
response, the collective hopes to create future
ecological performative actions in the near
future.
Dr Cathy Fitzgerald is an Ecosocial artist,
researcher and founding director of
Haumea Ecoversity.
haumea.ie

Notes:
1The author gratefully acknowledges a 2020 Art Coun-

cil Professional Development Award that enabled her to
receive accreditation in Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) with leading professors involved in the
UNESCO chair of ESD at Earth Charter International,
UN UPeace, Costa Rica. Cathy and Paola also wish to
acknowledge Dr Paul O’Brien’s prescient teaching on art
and ecology over many years at NCAD, which supported
their work.
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Stack
GABRIELLE FLYNN SPEAKS TO ELIZABETH KINSELLA ABOUT HER SOLO
EXHIBITION AT SOLAS ART GALLERY IN BALLINAMORE.
SOLAS ART GALLERY was set up as an artist-led space in

2007 by a group of local artists who came together to form
the Ballinamore Community Arts Group in collaboration
with Gail and Ben Quinn who own the building. There was a
recognisable need for an exhibition space and an artist group,
working in temporary spaces in the area. They formed a committee that led the way in establishing Solas. Ballinamore is
located on a busy tourist hub on the Shannon Erne Waterway and attracts a wide cross section of Irish and international visitors, as well as local audiences in the Northwest. This,
alongside the continued support of Leitrim County Council
Arts Office, has allowed the gallery to develop a broad remit.
From initially providing exposure for local artists, the gallery
has grown to provide a platform for artists based in the region
and nationally.
Programming is managed by the committee and there is
a group membership for artists in the area. The annual programme includes Spring, Christmas and Summer Group
Exhibitions; allied to this are annual schools’ exhibitions for
the county. The remaining programme is made up of a mixture of seven solo or joint shows curated by members of the
group and, increasingly, exhibitions organised by independent
curators. The gallery actively encourages curators and artists
to propose exhibitions in the space, while broadening the
variety of practices and approaches to exhibiting. The programme culminates each year in an Invited Artist Solo Exhibition, which has created strong collaborations between the
gallery and established artists. Past invited exhibitors included Rita Duffy, Eamon Coleman and a retrospective of the
late Patrick Scott.
The invited artist for 2021 was Elizabeth Kinsella, whose
solo exhibition, ‘Stack’, ran from 27 August to 17 September. Planning for the exhibition evolved through a series of
conversations between Elizabeth and Gabrielle, a Solas committee member who invited the artist on behalf of the gallery
and helped to interpret the space during lockdown, through a
series of texts, videos and Zoom calls.

Gabrielle Flynn: We are here on culture night, the last day of
your show in the gallery. This is a good point to briefly look
back on making the exhibition, and some of the hurdles presented by planning during lockdown.
Elizabeth Kinsella: Yes, for sure, it was tricky putting together
an exhibition when I couldn’t visit the space. The conversations we had by text and Zoom really helped. Your short videos, only showing your feet pacing the gallery, gave me a sense
of each of the four rooms. I wanted to use them as separate
pockets of space. The building has a beautiful atmosphere,
though being very old has narrow stairs and some nooks and
crannies to negotiate. The gallery was very open to allowing
whatever I wanted; Gail and all at Solas really embraced that.
GF: Your painting, Stack, was the largest piece ever installed
here. How did you go about negotiating these pockets of
space?
EK: Since I couldn’t get to see the gallery, I thought about
it as a jacket with lots of pockets – different sized pockets
for different things. Large work might squeeze into a small
space; however, to get through a small opening, I had to make
some of the work in a more flexible way. This allowed for
assembling in the gallery.
GF: Your work explores scale within the gallery space in a
very playful way.
EK: Yes, installing works across the different sized rooms
suited my approach to painting. I made the unstretched
works that float a little off the wall in sections, so that they
could expand width-wise to populate the space. The first
room when you arrive up the stairs posed the greatest problem; it could easily have been an encounter with stair rails and
doors, rather than with the actual work. The large sewn canvas painting, On the Grass, didn’t quite hold the space at first.
I had a backup plan to grow the works if needed and pinned
pre-painted strips of canvas to the sides of the work, until it
pushed out from itself, to create a more dramatic encounter

Installation view [L-R]: Elizabeth Kinsella, House Martins, acrylic on canvas on wooden blocks; Elizabeth Kinsella, On
the Move, book painting on trolley; photograph by Gabrielle Flynn, courtesy of the artist and Solas Art Gallery.

for the viewer and to sort of quieten down the room. In the
larger room, I kept the work low to the ground, with the two
big paintings propped and leaning on the wooden blocks and
the smaller piece placed on the trolley. I was thinking about
the way things loom over a small child and can become monumental in scale.
GF: The knitted piece on wheels, On the Move, has a temporary feeling – does it reflect lockdown?
EK: Yes, partly lockdown but also something else. I wanted
the works to be robust in their making but to have a fragility
that reflected our current moment; to be sort of self-sufficient
and have their own support structures, the wheels and the
blocks, as though they could get up and leave at any moment.
Though mostly the wheels relate back to bringing up my two
daughters. For years, I made a lot of work in my car outside
afterschool activities. I began knitting panels that had a plasticity – for me an equivalent to skins of paint – and could be
assembled in a cramped space. They could be opened out or
folded, rolled to expand or contract, so sort of back to those
pockets of space. The little trolley on wheels goes back to
making on the move, arriving and leaving.
Elizabeth Kinsella is an artist based in Sligo whose
practice includes painting, drawing and
bookmaking. She is Programme Chair of the BA
Fine Art at the Institute of Technology Sligo, and just
became an empty nester. Elizabeth is a member of
Floating World Artists Books, the Drawing Box and
NINE Collective.
Gabrielle Flynn is an artist based in Leitrim, currently
undertaking an MA in Creative Practice at the
Institute of Technology Sligo.

Elizabeth Kinsella, Picnic with Pierre, spray paint and thread on paper bags; photograph by Elizabeth Kinsella, courtesy of the artist and Solas Art Gallery.
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Amanda Coogan,Yellow, 2008, IMMA Collection (Purchase, 2021), installation view, ‘The Narrow Gate of the Here-and-Now, Chapter One: Queer Embodiment’; Photograph by Ros Kavanagh, courtesy the artist and IMMA.

Kate Antosik-Parsons: I was hoping we might be able to talk about
IMMA’s mission to connect with audiences, and to provide a space in Ireland for contemporary life and contemporary art to come together. Could
you tell me about that, and how it feeds into IMMA’s 30-year anniversary?

The Global Contemporary
KATE ANTOSIK-PARSONS INTERVIEWS ANNIE FLETCHER
ABOUT IMMA’S 30TH ANNIVERSARY PROGRAMME.

Annie Fletcher: For me it has been extremely interesting to come back
to Ireland and take on the mission of being the director of this museum,
understanding that actually, IMMA always did that. There was something
urgent and resonant about the radical mission of IMMA from its inception in 1991, in relation to placing artists at the centre of the museum.
Right from its beginnings, IMMA did this in relation to the artists’ work
programme and how it privileged engagement and learning as equally valid and well-budgeted as any exhibition programme. All of that led me to
have a sense that IMMA was truly one of those very contemporary sorts
of museums, one that understood that it should be not only civic, but also
a catalyst for thought. There was fantastic progression in the 1990s around
art being this space to reflect, what it means, and how to connect both
globally and locally. IMMA has always pioneered that sense of resonance
and presence. That is unusual for a museum, because museums collect, of
course, and privilege the archive. I think we are now understanding more
and more, especially when archives are cut off from us, just how urgent and
deeply political that notion of enunciating our own history is. I suppose
all those things lead me to think that museums are full of potential to be
connected to everyday life.
KAP: In this moment that we’re living in, amidst the pandemic, being
able to connect, and sometimes maybe not connect, is so present right
now in our everyday lives. This strikes me as important from an institutional perspective, in being able to connect with audiences. How can
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we reimagine those kinds of spaces where people are having
these conversations around art?
AF: We’ve understood the importance of culture and the
intimacy of culture, as an imaginative space, as a space of
communication, and as an imagined force of society to think
ourselves differently, or even just to cohere or give ourselves
some respite. It has been a real learning about what culture
is and does for us in these spaces. I was never in doubt about
that potential, but it was really profound to understand
that massive pivot we were all doing with the pandemic. At
IMMA, it was even more exacerbated because we were suddenly repurposed to be this temporary mortuary. On many
levels as a nation that was a profoundly shocking moment,
and a very serious and a very civic one. Suddenly we were
being prompted to think how best to lead, culturally. What
does it mean in this moment to deeply and structurally enact
the politics of the civic? We made several real shifts, including
to share the grounds, to collaborate with the Abbey, Poetry
Ireland and others, including The People’s Pavilion ( June-Sept
2020) and IMMA Outdoors (Spring-Autumn 2021). There
was something important about the idea that the grounds
were for everybody, and that people felt safe outside. I reallocated budgets, putting about a third of our exhibition budgets
into outside programming on every level and created different cross-functional teams across all departments. It allowed
us to do a deep dive into what it all means and how we can
best serve the public.
KAP: When it came to planning the 30-year anniversary
exhibition programme, how did that unfold?
AF: When I came to IMMA, I had a strong sense that I
wanted to recalibrate the importance of the collection. That is
not to say it hasn’t always been treated rather wonderfully, but
I thought it would be interesting for the 30-year anniversary
to use every part of the exhibition space for the collection. At
IMMA, we have very precise and innovative departments like
Temporary Exhibitions, Collection, Engagement and Learning. I thought about bringing them together on this because
there are so many wonderful colleagues within IMMA that
have such a deep knowledge of the collection. There was an
importance there, in terms of breaking silos down around certain expertise that allows particular programming to happen.
I thought that it would be exciting to create these cross-functional teams that might consider the collection anew.
KAP: Where does the title of IMMA’s 30th anniversary
exhibition, ‘The Narrow Gate of the Here- and-Now’, come
from?
AF: It was me grappling with this idea of the 30-year anniversary, and what that means. I was trying to think about
using the collection to talk through those 30 years – in particular this idea of resonance and currency with the public. It
taps into this endless presentism of capitalism, neoliberalism,
and the art worlds that can reside in this endless ‘newness’,
which is very ahistorical. There is a certain fetishisation of
that newness that I find quite problematic. One of the fundamental problems, of course, is the fact that we named this
thing ‘contemporary’ art. There is a kind of a madness to the
idea that this art is always expected to be resonant, but there
is also the fear that it may become outdated or less relevant.
In his accessible 2009 essay, ‘Comrades of Time’, Boris Groys
was thinking about what it means that we have named everything in the last 30 years ‘contemporary’(e-flux.com). How
can 30 years be endlessly contemporary, and what are the
inadequacies of our language to think about that? I was reading that essay and talking to the curators about these ideas.
I asked them if they could make an exhibition across their
departments that would look at the last 30 years to tell a story
of Ireland in that global contemporary, whatever that whirlwind of the ‘contemporary’ is. The aim was to slightly blow up
that endless idea of living in the present, and to say that the
‘here-and-now’ is actually a very narrow gate, straddled by
expansive pasts and futures.
KAP: ‘The Narrow Gate of Here-and-Now’ is divided into
four chapters: Queer Embodiment; The Anthropocene;
Social Fabric; and Protest and Conflict. How did this episodic format come about?
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AF: As with most of my work, I ask questions and try to
begin a discussion. I knew I wanted to work with the collection for the 30-year anniversary and wondered if people
had thematic suggestions around how to do that. I had given
them the title of ‘The Narrow Gate of the Here-and-Now’
and I wanted them to think about this idea. Our colleague,
Karen Sweeney, came up with a beautiful parsing of subject
matters. She created an interesting narrative that created a
kind of elasticity of thought or framework for us to think our
way through the last 30 years; that was our starting point.
Then these cross-functional teams tried to look at the collection and think how to make different displays. It was about
trying to get the curators – Johanne Mullan, Seán Kissane,
Claire Walsh and Georgie Thompson, who I think did a brilliant job – to dare to narrate and make stories happen. That
is not to say that these are the ‘official stories’, and I would
hope that is clear, that we can engage, we can suggest, we can
create ‘what-if ’ scenarios, which is what artists do too. It is
trying to imagine another possibility, and these are ‘chapters’
or narration of the last 30 years that try to reflect on what we
have all been through. I hope that this gives the public a sense
of the potential of the collection.
KAP: Last year IMMA received €600,000 to acquire works
by artists living in Ireland. This included performance works
like Alastair MacLennan’s Bled Edge (1988) and Amanda
Coogan’s Yellow (2008). I was just so intrigued by this idea of
collecting performance art – what can you tell me about this?
AF: I think it is sometimes best to ask the simplest questions,
like what is important to the national collection? And what is
the essence of the artwork? Sometimes within performance, a
destruction of the work itself is implicit in its own method of
making, but does its erasure mean that it’s not an important
part of the national archive? We have seen this happen with
feminist work of the 1980s and 1990s, and indeed within
many marginalised communities, there is a struggle to piece
together archives of neglected works. Certainly, that is the job
of the national museum. We can get into dialogue with the
explosion of the market and the idea that objects are extremely expensive or fetishised in some way – all of which is fine.
But materiality is not the only criteria, surely, if we are truly
understanding how artists have worked. It is part of the bigger dialogue that other institutions and networks like the Van
Abbemuseum, L’Internationale, the Tate and others are also
engaged with. For me, those are very exciting conversations,
like how do we think about Intellectual Property? How do
we understand collecting Jesse Jones and Sarah Browne’s The
Touching Contract (2016), a collaborative performance that
the artists have never seen themselves? It means thinking
quite carefully about how it is collected. While there are a lot
of things that many people can collect, perhaps it is up to a
national institution like IMMA to deeply invest in these very
important and complex works. That seems like a good use of
our time and resources.

Louise Bourgeois, Untitled, 2001, Pink fabric and aluminum, stainless steel, glass and
wood vitrine, Collection Irish Museum of Modern Art, Donation, 2005, © Louise Bourgeois Trust; image courtesy of IMMA.

Annie Fletcher is Director of the Irish Museum of
Modern Art.
imma.ie

Dr Kate Antosik-Parsons is a contemporary art
historian and a Research Fellow in Social Studies at
Trinity College Dublin who writes about embodiment,
gender and sexuality.
kateap.com

Sarah Cullen, Rachel Fallon, Breda Mayock, Alice Maher and Áine Phillips, Respect,
Banner from The Artists’ Campaign to Repeal the Eighth Amendment, 2018, National
Museum of Ireland Collection; photograph by Darren Ryan, © and courtesy the artists
and IMMA.

Mark O’Kelly, Empireland, 2016, Oil on oil primed metal plates, 280 x 900 cm, Collection Irish Museum of Modern Art, Donation, 2017; image courtesy of IMMA.
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Thinking Publicly
GALWAY ARTS CENTRE DIRECTOR AND CURATOR, MEGS MORLEY,
SPEAKS TO FRANCIS MCKEE, DIRECTOR OF CCA GLASGOW, ABOUT
HOW INSTITUTIONS LEARN AND THINK PUBLICLY WITH ARTISTS.
Megs Morley: I thought it would be good to begin with the
open-source policy at CCA Glasgow, and how it coincided
with the start of your directorship.
Francis McKee: There is a connection because my directorship started when CCA Glasgow was on the verge of closure
in 2006. And so, the open-source policy began by sharing our
building and resources with artists and organisations, because
at that point, what was there to lose? So, it grew out of that
moment, and we and our funders began to see that it was
actually really useful. More audiences came and saw the work
and projects in the space, which increased the footfall and the
relevance of CCA in the city. The ideology of this approach
at the time, related back to my research and interest in open
source, which was about how the internet could be a different
economic model, and about the politics of copyright, ownership and people generating their own material. Also, as we
became more aware of the possibilities, it became a way to
diversify voices and open up the programme autonomously,
rather than us programming everything.
MM: I’m really interested in what you’re saying about
opening up the programme in this quite radical way, and
the underpinning open-source ideology, meaning people
can adapt the programme for their own ends. But the programme has a structure and I’m equally interested in how
the very clear curatorial visual art programme at the core of
CCA creates a lens that the rest of the programme is seen
and made legible through.
FM: I suppose you can see the core programming as us ‘thinking publicly’. That doesn’t mean we’re thinking in a monopolistic way. Quite often what we have in our core programme
are a series of artists and organisations thinking for themselves about offering up, sharing or diversity. We’re thinking
with them. For example, the last show we did for Glasgow
International with Denise Ferreira da Silva and Arjuna Neuman was about extraction and capitalism. That work is also
us learning from them and thinking with them around those
kinds of issues and we are still continuing that collaboration
with them. The visual art programme shows us considering
these things, rather than proposing a definitive statement.
MM: I’m also interested in your relationship with the city,
in terms of the organisation’s relevance and how the cultural ecology and thinking that CCA Glasgow supports and
grows impacts the overall health of the city.
FM: There is a robust history at CCA of including different cultural perspectives. There has been a very large interest
in South Africa right from the start. South African musicians, who were exiled in London or in Scotland, were using
The Third Eye Centre (CCA’s former name) a lot in the
1970s. Then there were black writers who were echoing and
responding to the music and those kinds of programmes that
people were consciously trying to build. And that comes and
goes in waves. Now we have refugees from all over the world
coming to the city and hopefully will become citizens and
settle here. As a community living in the city, we are asking
how we can support them and their cultural contribution and
cultural life. The question is, are you going to be relevant in
the future, or are you going to be some desiccated leftover of
a past culture?
MM: Which is implied in the idea of the contemporary, isn’t
it?
FM: Yes, very much. The contemporary is about migration
and climate change, identity, and all of those kinds of questions that are vital at the moment. So, how do you reflect

Our People, Our Climate, 2021, video; photograph by Megs Morley courtesy the artist and CCA Glasgow.

those issues and for whom? You have to broaden the audience
as well as the programme. It’s a big challenge.
MM: Galway was the European Capital of Culture 2020,
and I think the city is still reflecting on that. Like many areas
of arts practice and life, I think the pandemic has forced us
to revisit what that model was supposed to do and mean. In
Galway Arts Centre, where I have recently been appointed Director and Curator, there has been a huge amount of
change throughout the organisation over this period which
has been both challenging and exciting. It would be interesting to hear you reflect on the pandemic, and what impact it
has had on the institution, how you responded to it, and how
you’re coming out of it.
FM: For CCA, I have to talk about the two previous fires.
First our neighbour, the Glasgow School of Art, one of the
most important buildings in Scotland, goes on fire. Which
meant for health and safety reasons we were out of our building for a long period of time. Then we get back in and reestablish ourselves, and the second fire happens. And this time
we have to shut for even longer. Then we get back in, we get
on our feet, and the lockdown hits soon after, bringing about
two long closures. That pressure has been exacerbated by the
fact that we’ve lost a number of board members and staff
along the way. Now it means we have a really young staff who
don’t take any of what we had for granted and, once more, we
have to reestablish why and how we are we doing everything.
We are now looking again at the programme in light of the
Black Lives Matter movement, trans issues that are particularly acute in Scotland, as well as ableism and disability. These
are just three key areas to start looking at, while considering
how the programme reflects those cultural shifts. It’s a time
of transformation, but it’s also an opportunity for free thinking, without being pinned down by existing structures.
MM: It’s also a time of diminished audiences. Everybody’s
fatigued by Zoom and having to do everything through
a screen, yet the digital space has opened up-huge creative
possibilities and new ways to connect with audiences.

FM: There’s lots of people too scared to go out at the moment.
The digital has opened up huge possibilities for us. Especially
with disability access, and access for people in other places,
or other countries. I know other organisations, Dardishi for
example, who work often with North African women in their
programme; now 40% of their audience comes from Morocco, yet they’re based in Glasgow.
MM: It’s also really interesting to think about how this plays
into what’s been happening in Glasgow with COP26. The
recent show at CCA, ‘The Word for World is Forest’, connects young indigenous people across the globe – from the
Inuit in the artic to the Tapajó in the Brazilian Amazon –
to address climate change. These things seem pertinent, as
we think about how we connect with each other and develop partnerships and exchanges in ways that are not about a
big spectacular ‘shipping in and shipping out’ of objects and
artists.
FM: Culture isn’t the same. And the contemporary isn’t the
same. People seem to appreciate the smaller more modest
things right now, and they seem to want a longer-term commitment to issues, artists or places. It is those connections
you can make through things like digital spaces and through
international exchange and residencies. You can make deliberate long-term connections to more marginal places. That’s
when it gets interesting. Both sides are committed to forging
these connections; you can actually build on that and begin
to change all sorts of things within the city through those
relationships. This soon goes beyond you to other places, and
to other people in the city.
Megs Morley is Director and Curator of Galway Arts
Centre.
galwayartscentre.ie

Francis McKee is Director of the CCA, Glasgow.
cca-glasgow.com
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THE BRIDGE

Discord

Sara Cunningham-Bell, THE BRIDGE: Fiacha Dhubha Fhionglaise ar Foluain, Finglas Ravens Soar, 2021, Corten Steel
and mirror polished stainless steel with luminescent pathway; photograph by Jacob Cunningham-Bell, courtesy the
artist and Sculpture Dublin.

Larissa O’Grady, Sam Perkin and Alex Pentek, Discord, 2021, Birch-ply, contact microphones, sound composition and
performance, skateboard performance; Film still by Néstor Romero Clemente, courtesy of Alex Pentek.

Visual Artist: Sara Cunningham-Bell
Artwork Title: THE BRIDGE: Fiacha Dhubha Fhionglaise ar Foluain, Finglas Ravens Soar
Media: Corten Steel and mirror polished stainless steel with luminescent pathway.
Site: Kildonan Park, Finglas, Dublin.
Commissioning Body: Dublin City Council for Sculpture Dublin (a DCC initiative, developed by
Parks, Biodiversity and Landscape Services and the City Arts Office)
Project Partners: Hugh Lane Gallery and Visual Artists Ireland.
Unveiled by: The Lord Mayor of Dublin, Alison Gilliland, on 8 November 2021.
Photography and videographer: Jacob Cunningham-Bell.

Visual Artist: Alex Pentek in collaboration with Larissa O’Grady (musician) and Sam Perkin (composer).
Artwork Title: Discord
Media: Collaborative public artwork, performance and sound work with wooden structure.
Commissioning Body: Dublin City Council Arts Office
Site: Meeting House Square, Dublin
Date: Performed on 26 September 2021
Budget: €17,290
Commission Type: Local Authority
Project Partners: Skateboarders Michael McMaster, Pete Buckley and Anto Thornberry; sound
engineering by Adrian Hart; film by Néstor Romero Clemente.

The core sculptural form comprises two steel figures with celebratory arms raised up, holding high a
‘river rug’, reflective and threaded through with symbols and signifiers of Finglas life. These stories
and memories were shared with Sara through many conversations and workshops. Its sculpted shape
and materials draw the eye and the mind skyward into the sphere of hopes and dreams. The sculpture
has kinetic movement built into its lean form, which rises seven metres on this flat, 20-acre site at
Kildonan Park. It can be walked through, under and around.
Sara was inspired by Sophie Pierce-Healy, a celebrated aviatrix of the 1920s, who flew her plane,
‘The Silver Lining’, at Kildonan Aerodrome. Sara was interested in how Pierce-Healy won the
campaign to overturn the ban on women obtaining a pilot license, and pioneered women in sport
at Olympic level. Sara was visually motivated by the streets, playing fields and homes of Finglas;
the kitchen table where local artist, Una Watters designed Claíomh Solais /Sword of Light to mark
the 50th anniversary of the Easter Rising, along with painted scenes from Cappagh Road. This
alongside the pioneering vision of Eliza Wollstonecraft Bishop in promoting education for girls;
the rich work and achievements of local writers, such as the amazing Paula Meehan; and sporting
heroes, too many to mention. The Norse black raven, the crest that symbolises the area, is referenced
in the sculpture’s title, a collaboration with the poet Rachael Hegarty, from her poem, Flight Paths
over Finglas.
Mostly though, Sara is inspired by the ordinary people of Finglas; the invisible work of wives
and mothers that is the backbone of family life. The selfless campaigning of community activists is
engraved and woven through the sculpture’s form, while the youngest generation are literally lifted
high-up as the biggest treasure of all in Finglas. The artwork is genuinely responsive, ambitious, and
powerfully symbolic.

Discord is a collaborative public artwork, performance and sound work with a newly created deployable, origami-inspired sculptural pavilion that changes its form to be skateboarded upon. The performance on 26 September was a world premiere of a new work written for violin and skateboard
by award-winning composer, Sam Perkin. The amplified sound performance by renowned violinist
Larissa O’Grady (joined by Sam Perkin playing skateboard) is disrupted by three virtuoso skateboarders – Michael McMaster, Pete Buckley and Anto Thornberry – who skate on the collapsed
reverse-fold wooden structure.
The sculptural pavilion is used as a concert platform to amplify the skateboard sounds. I created
the articulated design at the National Sculpture Factory in Cork. Using seven carjacks to manually
deploy and collapse the sculpture became part of the performance. Blurring the lines between sculpture, performance, and sound installation, this new work smashes together different worlds of high
art, classical music, and skate performance out of the gallery and concert hall onto the street.
Performed in Meeting House Square, Dublin, the work explores ‘site as discourse’ through Hannah Arendt’s idea of the public sphere as an agonistic site for critical public agency. Huge thanks to
world-class skaters Michael, Pete, and Anto and to Adrian Hart for the wonderful soundscape he
engineered on the day. A short film of the performance was created by Néstor Romero Clemente,
for which we are forever grateful. The sound work and performance can be viewed at: https://vimeo.
com/641330950 (Password: Discord)
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To keep up-to-date with the
latest opportunities, visit
visualartists.ie/adverts

Residencies

Jobs / Funding / Awards / Commissions

Agility Award 2022
The Arts Council Agility Award is open to
individual professional freelance artists and arts
workers at any stage in their career. For this
award, please note the following definitions:
•
A freelance artist: you are not employed
or contracted on a permanent full-time
basis by an arts organisation funded
through the Arts Council Strategic/
Arts Centre Funding programmes or
through direct state subsidy or by a
commercial arts entity.
•
A professional artist: you do not have to
earn your living exclusively from your
work in the arts. However, you must
self-identify and your peers must recognise you as a practicing professional
artist or arts practitioner.
•
An arts practitioner: for the Agility
Award, the Arts Council supports arts
practitioners whose proposal to develop
their own practice clearly contributes to
the artistic development of the arts in
Ireland.
When uploading your application, we ask
you to select a relevant artform or arts practice.

Arts Grant Funding
The purpose of Arts Grants Funding is to ensure
that there is a breadth of high-quality arts activity and programmes throughout the country. It
offers flexible support for a fixed period of time,
and in so doing responds to the needs of those
who are making, presenting and supporting
work.
Arts Grant Funding is intended to:
•
Support more than one distinct arts
activity taking place within a fixed period of time, or provide supports or facilities to artists over a fixed period of time.
The focus of Arts Grant Funding is to deliver
outcomes that develop the arts, either through:
•
Generating high-quality experiences for
the public to engage with the arts
•
Providing excellent services, resources or
facilities that support the work of artists
or the arts sector
•
Contributing to the ecology of the arts
within your area of practice
Applications can be made to cover the costs
of activities taking place from either January to
December 2023, or January 2023 to December
2024.

Cities Fund for Culture
Culture Next cities network launches the pilot
edition of the Cities Fund for Culture, an
alternative financial mechanism for European cooperation in culture. Ten European cities
contribute to a joint fund that would be offered,
through an open call, to European artists interested in working together to share their Visions
for Culture in a Sustainable Future.
The pilot edition of the fund selects seven
European artists to work individually or collectively and share their visions for culture in
today’s changing world. Through a facilitated
process, the selected artists are offered opportunities to discuss and work together, so then in
the end they can decide to create their artworks
individually or co-create them collectively.
Seven European artists are funded with
€2000 each and have total freedom for individual creation or co-creation of the artworks
together with any of the other selected artists.
The resulting artworks will be hosted and promoted by all member cities of the Culture Next
network: 26 cities coming from 17 countries of
the EU and the UK.

DCU Visual Artists in Residence
DCU in collaboration with Fire Station Artists’ Studios, is once again offering an exciting
opportunity to two professional visual artists.
This Visual Artist’s Residency awards a funded
studio space on DCU’s All Hallows Campus
for a period of one year, commencing in March
2022. In addition to the studio, DCU will make
available an exciting package of supports. The
studio is within the beautiful building Drumcondra House and measures 3m x 5m. While
there is running water in the studio, it is unlikely
to be suitable for wet processes. It is ideal for
computer work, a research base, making on a
small scale and process driven work. Access to
the studio will be from 8am to 9pm.

Deadline
Thursday, 3 February

Deadline
Thursday, 10 March

Deadline
Friday, 25 February

Deadline
Friday, 21 January

Web
artscouncil.ie

Web
artscouncil.ie

Web
culturenext.eu

Web
dcu.ie

Email
agilityaward@artscouncil.ie

Email
awards@artscouncil.ie

Email
office@cccluj.ro

Email
marcella.bannon@dcu.ie

DCCCC Programme Manager
Dublin City Council Culture Company are
seeking to recruit a Programme Manager to
support the work of the Creative Engagement
Department at managerial level. Reporting to
the Head of Creative Engagement and working closely with the wider team, the Programme
Manager will lead the efficient management
and development of our creative engagement
programmes, helping us achieve our ambitious
aims to connect the citizens of Dublin through
culture and conversation. Within this key role
in the department, you will build supportive and
collaborative relationships with citizens, communities, cultural partners and artists, and further develop creative programmes which embed
cultural experiences and increase cultural participation throughout Dublin’s neighbourhoods.

Emerging Curator Programme
Kilkenny County Council Arts Office invites
applications from Emerging Curators for their
2022 Emerging Curator Development Programme (ECDP). The Arts Office initiated this
programme in 2019, to support emerging curators in developing and progressing their skills,
experience and ultimately their careers.
The successful applicant will: Gain experience and professional development in curating
and managing exhibitions / projects; Develop
and expand their networks and relationships
across the arts and culture sector; Participate in
the artistic programming of the city and county
of Kilkenny showcasing the works of contemporary artists; Further enhance the arts and cultural
offer in Kilkenny to local and national audiences
alike; Benefit from working alongside a long-established Arts Department within Kilkenny
County Council, benefitting from the years of
experience and expertise of the Arts Officer and
her staff; Be mentored by Kate Strain, a visual arts curator with over ten years of experience
curating, commissioning, producing, mediating
and presenting contemporary art.

Markievicz Award
The Markievicz Award was established to honour Constance de Markievicz – herself an artist
– as the first woman to be elected to Parliament
and appointed to Cabinet and is intended to
provide support for artists from all backgrounds
and genres to buy time and space in order to
develop new work that reflects on the role of
women in the period covered by the decade of
centenaries 2012–2023 and beyond.
Markievicz Award recipients will receive
€25,000, and awards will be made to up to ten
applicants this year. Joint applications are welcomed.
The award is administered by the Arts Council on behalf of the Department of Tourism,
Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media, and
is open via a public call to artists working in all
arts genres supported by the Arts Council.

McKinney International Residency
The Eskenazi School of Art Architecture +
Design at Indiana University Bloomington
invites applications for a 4–6-week McKinney
International Art and Design Residency. An
established artist or designer will be selected
whose primary country of residence is outside
the United States. Applicants should be actively
engaged in a contemporary artistic practice and
show evidence of a national and international
exhibition record. Applications from practitioners of studio disciplines, as well as criticism,
are welcome.
The Artist-in-Residence will be selected
based on the merits of their professional careers,
their dedication to being part of an academic
environment, and their proposal to develop and
expand on their creative process utilising the
facilities, unique collections, and research centres
available at Indiana University. Selected applicants will be featured as part of the McKinney
Visiting Artist Lecture Series and must remain
in residence for the full period of the residency.

Deadline
Monday, 31 January

Deadline
Thursday, 10 February

Deadline
Tuesday, 15 February

Web
kilkennyartsoffice.ie

Web
artscouncil.ie

Web
indiana.edu

Email
deirdre.southey@kilkennycoco.ie

Email
awards@artscouncil.ie

Email
mckinneyair2016@gmail.com

Deadline
Wednesday, 19 January
Web
dublincitycouncilculturecompany.ie
Email
recruitment@dublincitycouncilculturecompany.ie

Lifelong
Learning
Winter 2022
Helpdesks / Clinics
VAI Helpdesk with Shelly McDonnell
Date/Time: Friday 7 January, 2-5 pm
Places: 6
Cost: Free

VAI Helpdesk with Shelly McDonnell
Date/Time: Friday 21 January, 10am - 1pm
Places: 6
Cost: Free

Clinics: Pricing Your Work
Date/Time: 3 February, 1-5pm
Places: 8
Cost: Free (Louth-based artists only)

VAI Helpdesk with Shelly McDonnell
Date/Time: Friday 18 February, 10am - 1pm
Places: 6
Cost: Free

Clinics: Funding & Applications
Date/Time: Tuesday 18 January, 11am 12.30pm
Places: 8
Cost: Free (Cork-based artists only)

Clinics: The Ethical Artist – Creating,
Challenging, Meaningful work in a Changing
World
Date/Time: Monday 24 January, 1-5pm
Places: 8
Cost: Free (Clare / Limerick / Tipperarybased artists only)

VAI Helpdesk with Shelly McDonnell
Date/Time: Friday 4 February, 2-5pm
Places: 6
Cost: Free

Clinics: How To Shape Your Artist Career
Path
Date/Time: Tuesday 22 February, 1-5pm
Places: 8
Cost: Free (Offaly-based artists only)

Clinics: The Ethical Artist – Creating,
Challenging, Meaningful work in a Changing
World
Date/Time: Wednesday 19 January, 1-5pm
Places: 8
Cost: Free (Sligo-based artists only)

Clinics: Creating Video to Tell Your Artist
Story
Date/Time: Wednesday 2 February, 1-5pm
Places: 8
Cost: Free (Kilkenny-based artists only)

Webinars / Talks
Artist Talk with Amanda Coogan
Date/Time: Wednesday 12 January, 3pm
Places: 70
Cost: €5 (VAI members)
€10 (Non-members)
The Artist’s Guide to Funding &
Applications
Date/Time: Tuesday 18 January, 11am 12.30pm
Places: 70
Cost: Free (Cork-based artists)
€5 (VAI members)
€10 (Non-members)
The Ethical Artist – Creating, Challenging,
Meaningful work in a Changing World
Date/Time: Wednesday 19 January, 11am12.30pm
Places: 70
Cost: Free (Sligo-based artists)
€5 (VAI members)
€10 (Non-members)

The Ethical Artist – Creating, Challenging,
Meaningful work in a Changing World
Date/Time: Monday 24 January, 11am12.30pm
Places: 70
Cost: Free (Clare / Limerick / Tipperarybased artists)
€5 (VAI members)
€10 (Non-members)
Creating Video to Tell Your Artist Story
Date/Time: Wednesday 2 February, 11am 12.30pm
Places: 8
Cost: Free (Kilkenny-based artists)
€5 (VAI members)
€10 (Non-members)

Visual Artist Cafés / Peer Critique
Visual Artists Café: Introducing... Louth
Date/Time: Thursday 13 January, 3pm
Places: 70
Cost: Free (Louth-based artists)
€5 (VAI members)
€10 (Non-members)

Peer Critique with Laura McCafferty
(South Dublin County Council-based
artists only)
Date/Time: (Two Days)
13 January, 10am-12 noon
20 January, 10am-12 noon
Places: 8
Cost: Free (South Dublin County Councilbased artists only)

THE JOURNAL OF FINE ART, DESIGN, ARCHITECTURE, PHOTOGRAPHY, SCULPTURE, HERITAGE, DECORATIVE ARTS AND CRAFTS

W I N T E R ( D E CE MB E R 2 0 2 1 - F E B R U A RY 2 0 2 2 )

€10 (STG£9)

Pricing Your Work
Date/Time: 3 February, 11-12.30pm
Places: 70
Cost: Free (Louth-based artists)
€5 (VAI members)
€10 (Non-members)
How To Shape Your Artist Career Path
Date/Time: Tuesday 22 February,
11am-12.30pm
Places: 70
Cost: Free (Offaly-based artists)
€5 (VAI members)
€10 (Non-members)

Lifelong Learning Partners

SAVE 10% OFF SUBSCRIPTION
RATES TO THE IRISH ARTS REVIEW!
ONE-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION FOR VAI MEMBERS NOW €40!
BOOK A SUBSCRIPTION TODAY!
Email: subscriptions@irishartsreview.com
Tel: +353 1 676 6711

WWW.IRISHARTSREVIEW.COM

Tableaux Vivants
Until 24 April
Patrick Graham
9 March – 10 July
Eva Gonzalès
1 June – 18 September
Bones in the Attic
August – October

Representing Contemporary Photography in Ireland

NEW
IRISH
WORKS

Image by George Voronov, from the series We Became Everything, 2019.
OVER_J2_VAI_JF21.indd 1

NEWIRISHWORKS.COM

Hiwa K: Do you remember what you are burning?
Until 13 February

photoirel and

Joseph Beuys: From the Secret Block to Rosc
Until 23 January

A project by PhotoIreland.org in partnership with Hahnemühle

Exhibitions 2022

Joseph Beuys
Hiwa K
Tableau Vivants
Patrick Graham
Eva Gonzalès
Bones in the Attic
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